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The Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL),
Inc., works with educators in ongoing R & D-based
efforts to improve education and educational oppor-
tunity. AEL serves as the Regional Educational
Laboratory for Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, and
West Virginia. It also operates the ERIC Clearing-
house on Rural Education and Small Schools. AEL
works to improve:

professional quality,
curriculum and instruction,
community support, and
opportunity for access to quality education
by all children.

Information about AEL projects, programs, and ser-
vices is available by writing or calling AEL, Post
Office Box 1348, Charleston, West Virginia 25325;
304/347-0400; 800/624-9120 (toll free), and 304/347-
0487 (FAX).

This publication is based on work sponsored
wholly or in part by the Office of Educational Re-
search and Improvement, U. S. Department of Edu-
cation, under contract number RP 91002002. Its con-
tents do not necessarily reflect the views of OERI, the
Department, or any other agency of the U.S. Govern-
ment.

AEL is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

Help Us Improve AEL Publications

Readers are requested to complete the product evaluation
form included within and to fold, stample, and return it to
AEL. Suggestions for future AEL publications are welcome.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Each year Virginia schools, and schools nation-
wide, administer standardized, paper/pencil tests
to all public school students at certain grade levels,
and then compile results for the schools, districts or
division, and the state as a whole. Some purposes
of those assessment programs are to provide infor-
mation that allows educators to judge the effective-
ness of their programs, to make improvements in
instruction, and to measure and report on individ-
ual student learning. Given the restructuring of
curriculum and instruction and the changing state
of assessment in Virginia and nationally, a study
group of 22 teachers from elementary, middle, and
high schools throughout the state chose to examine
and expand their assessment practices.

During the 1991-93 project, these eleven pairs
of teachers sought to revise the nature of their test-
ing to reflect changing thinking and practice in
teaching that include active learning, cooperative
learning, and critical thinking strategies. They hoped
to adopt a new view of the assessment of academic
achievement; that is, to define what it means for
students to know and be able to demonstrate knowl-
edge. The goal of study group members and their
project sponsorsthe Virginia Education Associa-
tion, the Appalachia Educational Laboratory, the
National Education Association, and the Virginia
Department of Educationwas to create and im-
plement more authentic assessments of student
learning. The assessments that resulted require
students to use skills in real applications, encour-
age teachers to expand the scope of their instruc-
tional and assessment strategies, and motivate stu-
dents to reach high levels of achievement.

Today's employers often express the need for

Virginia Education Association & AEL October 1992
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employees who can think critically and work col-
laboratively to solve problems. If one goal of school-
ing is to assist students in becoming self-directed
learners, collaborative workers, complex thinkers,
quality producers, and community contributors,
teachers must be able to effectively assess their prog-
ress toward those outcomes and to adjust the in-
structional process to ensure achievement at high
levels. Alternative assessment may offer a solution
to the dilemma of monitoring and facilitating learn-
ing in a realistic and meaningful manner.

After six months of developing and implement-
ing alternative assessments in their classrooms,
study group members concluded that implementa-
tion strategies should include:

planning assessments as instruction is planned,

having a partner with whom to share ideas and
reflections,

developing generic rubrics to avoid
"reinventing the wheel,"

expecting to learn by trial and error,

trying student peer assessment, and

using cooperative grouping for completing
assessment tasks.

Notable findings from this study about alterna-
tive assessment are described in study group mem-
ber's reflections on the following topics:

Student achievementMore than three fourths
of the study group participants reported that
student grades improved. It was commonly
observed that group interactions, cooperation
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on group tasks, oral and written communication
performances, organizational skills, and student
accountability increased.

Student attitudeAll of the study group
participants reported improvement in student
attitudes toward school work. Student
involvement in classroom learning activities also
increased.

Instructional practiceInstruction became
more integrated in nature and moved from
teacher-driven to student-centered. For
teachers, facilitating learning became more
important than dispensing information.

Teacher effectivenessStudents and their
parents appreciated the variety of assessment

tasks devised and used by teachers that played
to student strengths and increased learning.

In addition to the sections on findings and rec-
ommendations for implementing, the reader will
find 22 sample activities with scoring rubrics for
elementary, middle, and high school developed and
tested by study group members, a rationale for the
use of performance-based or alternative assessment,
a glossary of terms, criteria for quality alternative
assessments, and a bibliography of related litera-
ture. Alternative Assessments in Math and Science:
Moving Toward a Moving Target can assist readers
involved in local and state efforts to implement
authentic assessments of student performance and
maximize instructional effectiveness for improved
learning.

Alternative Assessments in Math and Science: Moving Toward a Moving Targe`

vii
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INTRODUCTION

Planning the Study

The restructuring of curriculum, insti action,
and even schools that is currently underway in
Virginia and throughout the country calls for a reex-
amination of assessment practices. Rather than let-
ting assessment drive the curriculum as standard-
ized tests have done in the past, educators are rede-
fining curriculum in terms of what students need to
know and be able to do in the "Virginia Common
Core of Learning." Instructional and assessment
practices are being redesigned by the Virginia De-
partment of Education and teachers in pilot proj-
ects such as this study group to focus on student
demonstration of competence and application of
knowledge rather than certification of knowledge
acquisition. The challenge is to create authentic
assessment that mirrors real-world situations, en-
courages teachers to expand the scope of their in-
structional and assessment strategies, and motivates
students to reach high levels of performance.

The Virginia Education Association (VEA) and
the Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL) rec-
ognized this challenge and set the development of
alternative forms of assessment, or performance-
based assessment, in mathematics and science as
the target of investigation by a study group of 22
Virginia teachers. As part of the National Educa-
tion Association's (NEA) State Affiliate Consortium
on Assessment and Accountability, the VEA re-
ceived $23,000 in funding over two years for a pro-
posal to involve K-12 teachers in designing and
implementing alternative (performance) assess-
ments. Technical assistance by math, assessment,
and telecommunications consultants was part of

the support provided by the Virginia Department
of Education (VDE), along with a grant for $10,000
and videotaping assistance for the group's 1992-93
work.

Pairs of math and science teachers were invited
to apply to become study group members by an
invitation appearing in the October 1991 issue of
the VEA News (Appendix A). Requirements of
applicants included having: (1) the desire to write,
(2) some knowledge about alternative forms of
assessment or desire to learn about them, (3) a
colleague in the same school who would like to
work collaboratively on the project, and (4) sup-
port of school administration for released time,
opportunities to share with colleagues, and plan
with partners as needed to participate in the two-
year project. From materials submitted by more
than 40 applicants, VEA and AEL staff selected 11
pairs of teachers from ten schools in nine school
districts as study group members. Teachers ap-
plied as pairs from each of the nine schools to facili-
tate coaching for the work of each and staff training
for the home school. Schools were selected for
equitable geographic and programmatic level (ele-
mentary, middle, and high) representation. The
application form is included for reference in this
document as Appendix B.

Conducting the Study

An alternative assessment training session be-
gan the group's work in January 1992. Members
committed to develop new assessments and scor-
ing rubrics, to implement them with their choice of

Virginia Fducation Association & AEL October 1992 1
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classes, and to record their reflections on this proc-
ess in journals or weekly summary sheets. In sub-
sequent meetings and while working with their
partners at school, study group members designed
and used assessment tasks that produced perform-
ances, presentations, portfolios, and projects. Per-
sonal communication was incorporated in feedback
to students on the evaluation process.

The reporting process began in May 1992 as
study group members shared collective and pri-
vate written reflections, assessments and rubrics
(defined in Appendix C), and samples of student
work. Working as pairs on tasks they developed,
members also wrote all sections of this report, peer
edited, revised, rewrote, and edited the final draft.

AEL and VEA staff facilitated the study group's
work by recruiting members; conducting meetings
and training sessions; handling group communica-
tions and organizational tasks; disseminating rele-
vant literature; conducting site visits; drafting se-
lected publication sections; managing the peer ed-
iting process; melding copy from all members for
the final draft; and editing, typesetting, printing,
and disseminating the final document.

Additional support from VEA, AEL, NEA, and
VDE during 1992-93 enabled study group members
to refine their practice of using alternative assess-
ment and to disseminate what they have learned to
other teachers.

Neither the study group nor this publication
advocate abandoning paper/pencil forms of stu-
dent assessment and members recognize advan-
tages of using norm-referenced tests appropriately.
By retaining these traditional forms where
appropriate and adding performance measures,
assessment of all students and of each student
should begin to mirror real-life performance and
lead toward life-long learning. Many teachers real-
ize that some of their students have difficulty dem-
onstrating what they know and can do on paper/
pencil tests, and that many of their students find
little connection between traditional classroom tests
and real-life performances. While concerned that
all students develop the knowledge, skills, and atti-
tudes essential for success during and beyond
school, these educators want to play to the strengths
of individual students by providing them with a
variety of methods to demonstrate mastery.

This final product of the VEA-AEL Alternative
Assessment study group's initial year of work is a
guide to designing and implementing alternative
or performance assessments and to managing their
inclusion in K-12 math and science classes. The
title of this document reflects the newness of alter-
native assessments on the educational front and the
ongoing refinement of teaching processes by study
group members while implementing the strategies
in their classrooms.

2 Alternative Assessments in Math and Science: Moving Toward a Moving Target
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RATIONALE

Problems with Current
Assessment Practices

Grant Wiggins in American Educator, "Rational
Numbers: Toward Grading and Scoring That Help
Rather Than Harm Learning" (1988), stated:

For most teachers, grading is a private affair.
This is because teaching is a private affair,
a habit that is rationalized as part of our
autonomy. We have traditionally not
shared our ideas and values on grading. I
think this is because we fearcorrectly
revealing the possible inadequacies in our
own grades and the messiness and
disagreements that may resul! if we make
our criteria public...Crushing s,adent loads
and time constraints in testing and reporting
schedules provide little possibility or
incentive for teachers to design more
authentic, labor-intensive forms of
assessment (p. 22).

A review of the literature on assessment and
grading indicates that a number of educators agree
with Wiggins. If the grades that teachers gave were
true indicators of student achievement, few educa-
tors would be clambering for change. "Current
assessments are not producing answers to the ques-
tions most often asked...by parents, by concerned
citizens, and by educators" (Lamar, 1987, p. 3). Have
students mastered critical outcomes? Can they
apply learning for success in our society? Are they
prepared to be problem solvers, critical think ors,
effective communicators, and cooperative workers
in the twenty-first century? Administrators and
teachers in many schools are also concerned that

the explosive growth of standardized testing is driv-
ing the curriculum and stealing time from instruc-
tion on critical outcomes.

Purposes of Assessment

Written tests, the most traditional example of
assessment, are just one means of assessment.
However, the use of paper/pencil tests currently
dominates educational decisionmaldng. Since 1989,
every state has mandated some type of "standard-
ized testing" (Mathematical Sciences Education
Board, 1991). Such nationally normed, standard-
ized tests provide limited information about what
students know and are used primarily to compare
groups of students. They tend to measure only
routine procedural skills and recall of basic facts,
not real-world applications of basic concepts. The
exclusive use of traditional tests is one obstacle to
effective educational reform. Heavy reliance on
test scores has been seen as a factor in narrowing
curriculum, encouraging tracking practices, and
adding to failure rates; all of which lead to concerns
about equity in education (FairTest & NYPIRG,
1990).

Often, students and parents consider a teacher-
developed or criterion-referenced "test" as an end
product of learning. Once such a test has been
administered, that unit or topic is completed. The
student generally does not expect to be held ac-
countable for using the material or concepts from a
tested unit at a later date. In an effort to establish
links between what has been taught previously and
current units of instruction, educators are pursuing

Virginia Education Association & AEL October 1992 3
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alternative modes of assessment.
Assessment is defined here as a process of col-

lecting information for decisionmaldng. It serves a
variety of purposes in today's classroom. For the
student, assessment aids learning and measures
knowledge. For the teacher, it permits diagnosis of
student learning and provides inrormation for
making instructional decisions. For the adminis-
trator and the public, it marks the effectiveness of a
program and communicates overall achievement.

Many educators are shifting their teaching
strategies and approaches to include more empha-
sis on critical thinking skills, the communication of
ideas, the importance of a variety of approaches to
content addressing varied student learning styles,
and the need to draw explicit connections among
topics for retention of learning. "Current models of
learning based on cognitive psychology contend
that learners gain understanding when they con-
struct their own knowledge and develop their own
cognitive maps of the interconnections among con-
cepts and facts...to become adept at thinking and
reasoning, students need practice in solving real
problems" (Shepard, 1989, pp.5-6). Some educa-
tors are using pedagogical techniques, such as co-
operative learning groups, to tackle re.1-world prob-
lem-solving and to develop the teamwork skills
required by today's employers for successful em-
ployment. Real-world assessment activities refer to
the performance of tasks that are valued in their
own right. Assessment measures arederived from
observing actual performance or relatively high-
fidelity simulations of an actual performance. Some
examples are open-ended problems. essays, hands-
on science labs, computer simulations, and portfo-
lio collections. In contrast, paper/pencil, multiple
choice tests provide indicators of other, more dis-
crete, valued performances. As the emphasis in
instruction changes, the assessment of what has
been learned must change as well.

Alternative assessment is aimed at stimulating
students to think, to react to new situations, to re-
view and revise work, to evaluate their own and

others' work, and to communicate results in verbal
and visual ways. Instructional practices planned
for this type of assessment can improve student
participation in class and allow for their input in
the evaluation process. To find out how students
think or to diagnose learning difficultiesthe main
reasons for classroom testingteachers must pro-
vide students with choices for expressing them-
selves (Archbald & Newmann, 1988) and examine
how skills are used in natural contexts (Gardner,
1991). Performance-based or authentic assessment
consists of tasks requiring students to apply knowl-
edge in real-world situations, given specific per-
formance criteria within a scoring rubric for the
evaluation of the performance.

In problem-solving settings outside the class-
room, students need skills to decide what tools to
use, what information is pertinent, how the infor-
mation should be organized, what parameters re-
strict the solution, and which ideas should be ex-
plored and which should be discarded. After proc-
essing of information, the students must be able to
communicate results to others. By using alterna-
tive modes of assessment, teachers can guide stu-
dents through the development of these critical
skills.

Guidelines for Authentic
Assessment

In 1988 the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics led the way in curriculum reform by
publishing Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for
School Mathematics. The following aspects of evalu-
ation from the standards (p. 199) are offered for
consideration to be implemented in any classroom.
While written for teachers of mathematics, they can
be adapted to other curricular areas. To facilitate
the reform of assessment, the emphasis in schools
should be shifted from practices listed in the right
hand column (see Table 1) to practices listed in the
left hand column.

4 Alternative Assessments in Math and Science: Moving Toward a Moving Target
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Table 1

Aspects of Evaluation for Effective Classroom Assessment

Increased Attention

Assessing what students know and how they think

about mathematics

Having assessment be an integral part of teaching

Focusing on a broad range of mathematical tasks
and taking a holistic view of mathematics

Developing problem situations that require the ap-
plications of a number of mathematical ideas

Using multiple assessment techniques, including
written, oral, and demonstration formats

Using calculators, computers, and manipulatives in

assessment

Evaluating the program by systematically collecting
information on outcomes, curriculum, and instruc-

tion

Using standardized achievement tests as only one
of many indicators of program outcomes

Decreased Attention

Assessing what students do not know

Having assessment be simply counting correct an-

swers on tests for the sole purpose of assigning

grades

Focusing on a large number of specific and isolated
skills organized by content-behavior matrix

Using exercises or word problems requiring only

one or two skills

Using only written tests

Excluding calculators, computers, and manipula-

tives from the assessment process

Evaluating the program only on the basis of test

scores

Using standardized achievement tests as the only
indicator of program outcomes

Kentucky teachers, in response to requirements
of the Kentucky Educational Reform Act (1990), are
making an important shift to more effective instruc-
tion that will align with statewide performance as-
sessments. They, and teachers in other states who

Virginia Education Association & AEL October 1992

are involved in educational reform and school im-
provement, are moving away from the ineffective
instructional practices listed in Table 2 in the right
column and toward those described in the left. (Ken-

tucky Department of Education, 1992, p. S-2)
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Table 2
Aspects of Instruction for Educational Reform and Performance Assessment

To Instruction That:

Sees students as active creators of meaning and
learning

Involves high expectations for ALL

Is focused on critical outcomes

Encourages students to become proficient at using
reading, writing, mathematics, and the other basic
skills in all areas of the curriculum

Is focused on the ability to apply what has been
learned to real-life problems

Encourages student inquiry and exploration

Involves students in hands-on investigations and
interpretive discussions

Groups students flexibly based on interests, work
habits, learning needs, or the nature of the task

Is focused on concepts, important skills in authentic
contexts, processes and attitudes

Integrates or correlates content areas when appro-
priate

Involves students in collaborative learning

Away From Instruction That:

Views students as passive recipients of knowledge
and skill

Involves high expectations for SOME

Based upon an assortment of objectives

Views basic communication and math skills as the
sole responsibility of the language arts, English, or
mathematics teacher

Is focused on recall of facts and rote learning

Relies on the teacher as the sole source of all an-
swers

Limits students to reading textbooks and answering
low-level questions

Groups students based on skill ability

Is focused on isolated skills in a rigid sequence

Is focused on narrow content area

Isolates students or places them in competition with
one another

In the classroom, the assessment modes selected
should reflect the outcome goals for students of
that class. A range of activities (e.g., experiments
to be conducted, types of problems to be solved,
reports to be presented) can be determined in ad-
vance and assessment tasks and standards can then
be created for the critical objectives of the goal (Baker
& Herman, 1983). Assessment becomes part of the
instructional process, and visa versa, as planning
evolves based on student progress toward goals,
thus increasir the validity of such measures. As-
sessment should be an integral part of curriculum
and instruction representing a recursive, lifelong
process that provides meaningful information to
teachers and students about teaching and learning.

Implementing an alternative assessment pro-

gram requires substantial teacher training. How-
ever, the positive impact on curriculum and in-
struction is worth the investment as teachers use
varied assessment approaches to improve instruc-
tion. School faculties who have completed inten-
sive training report improved morale and increased
incentive to take instructional risks. Creative solu-
tions to the cost of staff development and the time
required to administer alternative assessments in
the classroom are needed. Grant writing, flexible
scheduling, professional scoring services, and re-
mote computer scoring may address these needs
(Aschbacher, 1991, p.4). Before implementation
begins misconceptions should be addressed so that
all participants may benefit from th? UC2 of alterna-
tive forms of assessment.

6 Alternative Assessments in Math and Science: Moving Toward a Moving Target
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Myths About Alternative Assessment

Several myths about alternative assessment
exist. A discussion of findings of related literature
may be helpful in dispelling fears and hesitation to
try more authentic assessment activities.

Alternative assessment short-changes the
above average student. The term standard is often
equated with focused attention to excellence and
quality. A classroom or school has high standards
when it has realistic, rigorous, clear, and consistent
expectations of all learners. High standards are
demonstrated by student attention to self-discipline,
dedication, responsibility, and craftsmanship, and
alternative assessments set the specific standards
and measures for judging the quality of a student
performance. When high standards are in place,
concrete benchmarks are established for evaluating
student work at essential tasks and holding stu-
dents accountable for meeting and even exceeding
the target. Higher order processes are emphasized,
including evaluation and synthesis, and expected
of all students. Assessment standards are met by
rigorous evaluation of necessarily varied student
products and performances against those standards
(Wiggins, 1991).

Alternative assessment tasks may be conducted
within the context of cooperative groups. Students
of mixed ability levels work toward a common learn-
ing goal and share the responsibility for mastery of
the objective by everyone in the group. One highly
effective method of learning is to teach others. The
advanced student can take the role of peer tutor in
this instance, broadening and improving his/her
own understanding of a concept in the process.

Alternative assessment consists of nothing
more than "touchy, feely" activities. Assessment
in general may be used for several purposes: a)
diagnosing needs of individual students, b) diag-
nosing group needs, c) assigning grades, d) identi-
fying students for special services, e) controlling or
motivating student behaviors, f) evaluating instruc-
tion, g) communicating achievement expectations,
and h) as a teaching strategy (Stiggins & Conklin,
1992). In order to fulfill these purposes, assess-
meni s should involve students in realistic activities

where skills are applied to situations that illustrate
the ability to understand and use those skills. The
direct assessment of complex performances in al-
ternative assessment does just that (Linn, Baker,
Dunbar, 1991). Teachers are able to observe the ap-
plication of skills in new situations as a means of
diagnosing student needs, evaluating progress, as-
signing grades, and evaluating the need to adjust
instruction. Achievement expectations are com-
municated through the rubrics and benchmarks
stated for alternative assessment tasks. The tasks
themselves become teaching and learning opportu-
nities when students peer evaluate, as is often done
in alternative assessments.

Alternative assessments require hands-on, con-
crete applications of learning in many instances.
Learning theory has always advocated the use of
manipulatives and hands-on applications for stu-
dents as effective methods for addressing all learn-
ing styles while ensuring equity of opportunity for
learning as well as the retention of learning. How-
ever, also included in alternative assessment tasks
are open-ended problems requiring higher level
thinking, essays, computer simulations, and port-
folios or collections of student work over time. These
activities as well as hands-on problems are called
authentic measures of learning because they con-
sist of the performance of tasks that are valued in
their own right (Linn, Baker, Dunbar, 1991).

Alternative assessment does not provide
clearly defined performance standards, so all stu-
dents get A's. "When used in the singular to de-
scribe human accomplishment, a standard is an
exemplary performance serving as a benchmark"
(Wiggins, 1991). Alternative assessment standards
provide models and criteria against which students
can measure their own learning. Even though the
observation of student performance by a teacher
may be overly subjective, the use of clear rubrics
with distinct criteria and student prior knowledge
of benchmarks reduces this risk. Performance
competition in sports has always used specific scor-
ing criteria accepted worldwide as witnessed at
any Olympics where judges find a very high level
of agreement (Maeroff, 1991).

One approach to standardizing performance

Virginia Education Association & AEL October 1992 7
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Table 3
Kentucky Statewide Assessment Program Performance Levels

Performance Level

Distinguished

Proficient

Apprentice

Novice

Definition

The student completes all important components of the task and communicates

ideas clearly.
The student demonstrates in-depth understanding of the relevant concepts and/

or process.
Where appropriate, the student offers insightful interpretations or extensions

(generalizations, applications, and analogies).

The student completes most important components of the task and communi-

cates clearly.
The student demonstrates understanding of major concepts even though she/

he overlooks or some less important ideas or details.

The student completes some important components of the task and communi-
cates those clearly.
The student demonstrates that there are gaps in his/her conceptual understand-

ing.

The student shows minimal understanding.
The student is unable to generate strategy; answers may display only recall

effect, lack clear communication and/or be totally incorrect or irrelevant (Win-
ograd, 1992).

levels and emphasizing the developmental nature
of learning is shown in the Kentucky performance
level definitions for alternative assessment (Win-
ograd, 1992). Certainly, not every student will ini-
tially perform at the "distinguished" level. How-
ever, the desired outcome is that all students per-
form to their maximum level of ability and ulti-
mately master appropriate knowledge and skills.
This becomes possible when the student has a clearly
defined target at which to aim and for which to
strive. The search for higher standards begins with
identifying those that deal with what students
should know and be able to do.

The teacher cannot cover everything else and
do alternative assessment, too. Some forms of al-
ternative assessment are time consuming. Perform-
ance-based tasks may not lend themselves to time-
efficient scoring. However, they do test what the
educational system is supposedly responsible for

teaching, the prerequisites for performing well in
life (Bowers, 1989).

The debate continues over whether students
benefit more from "covering" material or from
"learning" concepts and skills in depth for life-long
learning. Should we teach everything briefly, or
concentrate on a manageable number of critical
concepts? Most school districts have already be-
gun the process of refocusing the ever-expanding
curriculum toward essential learning outcomes. Is
alternative asse-sment .vorth the time and effort
required? Proponents believe so.

Low cost and speed of scoring allowed norm-
referenced testing to rule education for a long time.
Alternative assessment tends to be labor-intensive
and time consuming, but advocates of alternative
assessment are intent on creating an assessment
system imbedded in instruction and based on de-
sired outcomes. An approach that shows student

8 Alternative Assessments in Math and Science: Moving Toward a Moving Target
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progress over time, a grade period-long videotape
versus a single snapshot of student workbest serves
that purpose (Maeroff, 1991).

Time is a valuable commodit in the classroom
and its use may be conserved by employing col-
laborative group activities and peer assessments in
which students become more responsible for cer-
tain aspects of their own evaluation. It is possible
to evaluate a variety of processing skills and stu-
dent growth through interaction with other stu-
dents, as well as with the teacher. As students are
allowed to make choices and defend those choices,
participation and enthusiasm in classroom discus-
sions and activities increase.

Many educators are creating time for the con-
struction of alternative assessments and the evalu-
ation of student performance by reorganizing the
school schedule and by using team teaching.
Through grant writing and other funding sources,
schools are financing additional staffing, use of
substitute teachers, professional scoring services,
and remote computer scoring. Alternative assess-

ments can be implemented gradually and integrated
with more traditional forms of classroom assess-
ment as suggested in the Implementation section of
this document. The benefits seem to outweigh the
costs. In this project, study group members also
recognized the enormous benefit to teachers in pro-
fessional growth gained from designing, admini-
stering, and scoring alternative assessments.

In summary, alternative assessment can involve
students in their own learning, stimulate critical
thought and input, improve attitude, and increase
interest. Alternative assessment can be easily in-
corporated into cooperative learning activities that
are designed to improve students' communication
and social skills. If the goals of education include
developing higher level thinking and reasoning
skills and creative problem-solving, then assess-
ments should seek to evaluate those processes. The
findings from this study reported on the following
pages show examples, results, and reactions to al-
ternative assessment activities developed and tested
by members of the study group.

Virginia Education Association & AEL October 1992 9
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FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

This section of Alternative Assessments in Math
and Science: Moving Toward a Moving Target ex-
plores lessons learned in phase one as participating
teacher teams reflected on the first year's experi-
ences in their schools. Perceptions of self, partner,
peer teachers, principal, and students are described
in five subsections: Student Achievement, Student
Attitude, Instructional Practice, Working Condi-
tions, and Teacher Effectiveness.

Reflections of the 22 study group members and
summaries of major points are explained and sup-
ported with stories, quotes, specific examples, and
details of classroom experiences. Analysis of weekly
logs charting problems and successes, and written
reflections to specific questions regarding the im-
plementation of alternative assessments furnished
information for this section.

Nearing the end of the project's first year, study
group members individually wrote responses ':o

several clarifying questions concerning their per-
ceptions of student achievement and attitude. Then,
in reflecting on working conditions, the 22 teachers
discussed and wrote about the time factor involved,
time-savers developed, administrative support, and
the availability of necessary resources. Major points
concerning instructional practice centered on how
teaching methods changed as alternative assess-
ments were implemented. Teachers analyzed the
feedback received on their effectiveness with alter-
native assessments from students, partners, peers,
and principals as they described their own effec-

tiveness.
In developing this section on findings, pairs of

study group members analyzed and reported on
commonalities found among the responses of their

colleagues to each set of questions for the five sub-
sections. Qualitative assessment instruments and
weekly summary sheets are included as Appendi-
ces E, F, and G of this document. The discussions
and reflections in this section provide valuable in-

sights into the actual workings of and interactions
produced by more authentic methods of assessing
what children know.

Student Achievement

Within this study group on alternative assess-
ment, teachers were asked to answer three ques-
tions: "What do I see?," "What can students do?,"
and "What do students tell me about alternative
assessments?" This subsection summarizes their
responses in regard to achievement, as well as de-
scribing some examples of student work. Addi-
tionally, one investigation is discussed that ad-
dressed the issue of depth of learning. In this sub-
study, science students at a high school were as-
signed to two groups. The test group used alterna-
tive assessment activities in addition to traditional
tests as part of instructional strategies dealing with
a study of plant anatomy. The control group stud-
ied the same concept in a more traditional way,
which included lecture, films, reading, laboratory
activities, field observations, and paper/pencil tests.
On a test selected from the publishers' test bank,
ostensibly a validated multiple choice test, there
was no significant difference between the experi-
mental and control groups' mean performances.

However, a number of study group member
observations suggest that further study is needed.
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For example, 16 of 22 study group participants re-
ported that "grades improved" when students were
using alternative assessment activities in class. It is
possible that, as one teacher commented, "Success
breeds success." The alternative assessment activi-
ties appeared to promote success and higher
achievement. This was reflected in performance
observed across student ability levels. As one par-
ticipant noted: "Across the whole range of levels
gifted, average, remedialI saw improvement. This
occurred because I was asking them to do what
they had learned, not just memorize facts and bits
of information they could not tie together." It may
be that the improvement of performance and
achievement is correlated with the use of alterna-
tive assessment. This study group also recognized
the possibility of a "Hawthorne effect" resulting
from teacher expectations and is conducting fur-
ther studies to investigate the possibility.

It was commonly observed that group interac-
tions, cooperation on group tasks, oral and written
communication performances, organizational skills,
and student accountability improved. This occurred
most often on alternative assessments which re-
quired group work, such as group design of scor-
ing rubrics, reports, laboratory implementations,
and mathematical problem-solving. Student self-
assessment was commonly incorporated into the
assessments; thus, students became more observant
of their own progress and interactions. It was ob-
served that they were "communicating with their
teachers and peers to explain their work, the choices
they made, and how they made their decisions."

Overall, students achieved at high levels of
performance according to the rubrics that were
designed and distributed as part of the assessments.
They appreciated the variety of opportunities, to
demonstrate their successes.

Alternative assessment tasks that students
completed as part of this study group investigation
included the following types of activities and prod-
ucts:

12

PortfoliosSelf selected content

PresentationsIn class
To other classes
To community groups

ArtworkIntegral to other types of assessment
As a stand alone alternative

ReportsNon-traditional products
Poems and poetic analysis
Short stories

Video reports and interviews

ModelsTwo and three dimensional

Research projectsFor exhibition

TimelinesIntegrating disciplines

Computerized telecommunications projects

Games

Student designed testFor other students
For the teacher

Laboratory design projects

Perhaps student successes and subsequent
achievement are most clearly demonstrated by these
two observations: "The kids started asking if they
would get to evaluate groups again," reported one
middle school teacher, 'They were eager to try fu-
ture group alternative assessments in an industrial
arts exploratory class." Another teacher observed
that instead of hearing, "Oh no, a test!" students
began to say, "Oh boy, we get to do this for a
grade!" The evidence presented later in this section
demonstrates a range of products which students
completed, working on a variety of levels. Their
productivity and subsequent achievement grew
with the use of alternative assessment tasks.

Samples and discussions of student works are
included here as a means of illustrating the types of
activities in this alternative assessment program and
as models of student achievement. For portfolio
assessment, students in physical science collected
demonstration materials that they felt illustrated
their progress in the course. Some of the items
were teacher selected and others were selected by
students. The Table of Contents for the physical
science demonstration file (portfolio) is shown in
Table 4 on page 13 with a sample of student inclu-
sions (italics).

Alternative Assessments in Math and Science: Moving Toward a Moving Target
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Table 4
Table of Contents For Science 8 Demonstration File

Biography: Scientist (1)

Article Review (2)

Best Lab Report (3)

Favorite Lab Report (3)

Interview (1)
Self- Assessment (2)

Peer Assessment (2)
Photographs: Project

Topic (1)

Creative (1)
Poems: Self (3)

Others (3)
(with analysis)

Marie Curie

Changes w/Solutions & Mix
Flame Tests
Displacement Reactions

Making Molecules
Pitch
Volume of a Baseball

CaCl2 and Temperature

CaCl2 and Temperature

Haikus
Magnets
Sonnets
Crime on Mars
Sonnet to Science

Science Lab Demonstration (1) Using Electricity to Change Acids/Neutrals Into

Class Evaluation (2)

Book Report (1)

Personal selections: Choose five things of your own that can demonstrate what
you have learned in science during this course.

Greenhouse Effect paper taught me about environmental issues.
Scientist Identifications taught me about men and women's contributions.
Magnesium report - I teamed about an element and its uses.
Biomass report - I learned of an alternative, more environmentally safe type of

energy.

Students were also interviewed concerning their
selections by members of the team. In the begin-
ning, these interviews were videotaped. However,
due to time constraints and equipment acquisition
difficulties, the videotaping was dropped from the
evaluation of student portfolios. Teachers will keep
the portfolios to monitor longitudinal student prog-
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ress in the next three years. Teachers and students
questioned felt that the first year's results were
positive.

In another proje :t, students who were studying
adds and bases prepared a public presentation for
another class which demonstrated their understand-
ing. The rubric for determining success on the

13
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presentation was designed to include evaluations
of not only the scientific content of the presenta-
tion, but also of the preliminary Virginia Common
Core of Learning Skills and of scientific communi-
cation skills in the presentation (see Table 5). With
the aid of criteria from the English department,
public speaking skills were also evaluated. Presen-
tations were videotaped and analyzed with stu-
dents taking part in the evaluation. On the whole,
knowledge of scientific concepts as well as commu-
nication skills improved with the active involve-
ment of students in alternative assessment tasks. In

measurement activities students were involved in
hands-on tasks that required cooperative work with
a small group of students. They helped each other
to reach the goal of the activity and were respon-
sible for each other's learning. "Excitement grew as
they manipulated measurement devices to apply
skills in realistic situations." Errors could be cor-
rected and accuracy increased as students worked
together peer or self-assessing for progress against
the rubric. "Students learned to solve problems
without continual teacher input as they became
more responsible for their own learning," read one
teacher journal entry.

Table 5
Evaluation Rubric for Sixth-Grade Presentation on Acids, Bases, and Salts

Note: SOL = Virginia Standards of Learning
Rel. = Relationships between disciplines

Ratings: 1 = very weak 2 = weak 3 = average 4 = strong 5= very strong

A. Standards of Learning (SOL) Program Goals:

Goals Objectives Curriculum Guidelines

ii A Skill 2 classification ( )

3 communication ( )

6 predictions ( )

I I B Theme 1 change ( )

3 interrelationship ( )

6 variations ( )

IV A Rel. 3 communication ( )

Program Goal II: The science program should be consistent with the nature of science which
includes its philosophy, methods of investigation and verification, conceptual organization,
and accumulated knowledge.

Objective A: The science program should emphasize process skills beginning with basic
processes at the elementary level and continuing with the integrated skills at higher grade
levels.

Objective B: The science program should develop the overall conceptual themes of
science.

Program Goal IV: The science program should relate to other curricula areas.

Objective A: Appropriate concepts, processes, values, and skills of other disciplines
should be integrated into science.
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Table 5 (continued)

B. SOL Content specific objectives for middle and high school levels:

6.1 Acids and bases
6.2 Process skills
6.5 Compound Classification
6.6 Chemical properties
7.1 Process skills
8.1 Process skills
8.5 Chemical properties
8.7 Practical uses

11.1 Equipment handling
11.2 Lab design and experiment.
11.3 Acids, bases, and salts

C. Virginia Common Core of Learning Skills, Working Paper Guidelines and Goals:

Personal Resources

P. 9 Determining what is needed to meet a goal
Securing the resources to meet a goal
Planning in order to avoid waste of time

Communication .

p. 10 Controlling level of formality for audience
Understanding ideas and talking about them
Judging the needs of the audience
Organizing what to say

Thought
p. 12 Defining appropriate goals

Developing a workable plan
Getting appropriate information
Sequencing information appropriately

D. Narrative Comments

A number of interdisciplinary assessment ac-
tivities was also used by study group members and
their students. In an art/science integration activ-
ity the students were to use artistic expression to
communicate about the biology of an organism.
Writing and illustrating skills came into play for
this science task. For a literature/science integra-
tion, students used literature skills to communicate
information about scientific phenomena in poetic
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form, and then pulled from their scientific back-
grounds to analyze literature selections related to
the topic of study. One student's interpretation of
Edgar Allen Poe's poem, "Sonnet: To Science," is
shown in Table 6 on F:ge 16 with the evaluation
rubric. Recognizing that publication is an essential
part of scientific communication and that objective
peer review is important, student creative works
were submitted to the school literary magazine for
evaluation by its editor.
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Song to Science

We are born into darkness
Our minds void of light
Science can guide us

With its light ray, so bright.

But, Science strips away romance
And blinds us with truth

Imaginations cease to dance
Imaginations stilled by truth.

Vanish? Be gone from here
Stop your attacks on me
I can't stand to live in fear
I want my soul to be free.

Science, what a thief thou art
A predator feasting upon my heart.

by Erin Rebecca Bull

Table 6

Evaluation Rubric for Student Work on Science/
Literature Integration Project

In producing a poetic interpretation of scientific observations or
conclusions, the following minimum standards were set:

1. The student should read and be able to discuss the models in
class.

2. During the discussion, the student should actively participate.

3. The student should be able to effectively communicate his/her
personal interpretation of the work.

4. In production of the student poem the student should:
a. Use proper rhyme scheme
b. Use correct metrical style
c. Use appropriate figurative language
d. Incorporate correct scientific information

5. For full credit the work must be submitted to an outside evaluator
such as the editor of the school literary magazine or other
publication of choice.

Excellentlevel of work includes all of the above.

Acceptablelevel of work is lacking in or weak in only one of the
areas described above.

Unacceptablelevel of work lacks or is weak in more than one of
the above criteria.

In a similar communication skills project at
another school, students kept a journal of their ob-
servations of plant growth and were encouraged to
illustrate their writing in the journals.

Incorporating communication skills and use of
the creative arts into content area assessment tasks
helped students make connections between their
learning and applications of life-long skills for suc-
cess in other endeavors. One enthusiastic teacher
said, "I saw achievement from students who in the
past could not pass a single pencil/paper type test
in my class. Now that is progress. Some grades
have improved because the assessments have been
varied and in most cases more exciting and inter-
esting to students." Another teacher commenting
on student achievement claimed, "Students doing
the alternative activities demonstrated a thinking
process not apparent in traditional tests. Problem-
solving and questioning techniques, use of previ-
ous knowledge and creativity could be demon-
strated in one assessment." In another study group

member's class, students commented frequently that
their level of achievement hau improved as demon-
strated by higher grades. "Some students spent
more time and did more than the activity required
when given new and different types of assessment
tasks. They now realize that there may be more
than one way to answer a question and they use
different approaches to solve problems." In this
study more students were able to show success
with a wider variety of avenues from which to
choose for their performance in the assessment ac-
tivities described here.

In order to assess student performance effec-
tively, teachers and students developed rubrics that
described the standards for achievement and in-
cluded level of performance descriptions, or bench-
marks. An example of a device that was used to
assess artistic performance from a scientific per-
spective is shown in Table 7. A student-developed
rubric for assessing success in a project for the study
of polygons is shown in Table 8.
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Table 7
Evaluation Rubric for an Art./Science Activity

1. Work should include representations from each of the kingdoms studied.

2. Specimens should be presented at time of submission.

3. Work should be in at least three different media, one of which must be pen and ink.

4. At least one three-dimensional representation should be included.

5. Work, except for the three-dimensional one, should be mounted and matted.

6. In print, accompanying each work and specimen, collection data should be included
containing the following:

Collection date
Art completion date
Collection location
One "neat fact" about the specimen

7. Work should be proportionally correct (to scale).

8. Different perspectives should be included (ventraVdorsal).

9. Close up detail of important structures should be included.

10. Scale of evaluation: (Benchmarks)

All of the above criteria met Excellent

Artistic merit notable, but scientific content lacking Fair

Poor artistic quality and low scientific content Poor

Table 8
Polygon Rubric Written by Ninth Grade Resource Math Students

After constructing seven polygons that had been studied with Cuisinere rods, students wrote the following
rubric that a judging team could use to assess each student's constructions and the accompanying student
explanations.

1. All seven polygons are represented. 7 = good; 5,6 = acceptable; 4 or less = not acceptable

2. Student can correctly identify each of the
polygons. 7 = good; 5,6 = acceptable; 4 or less = not acceptable

3. Student can correctly describe sides using
terms parallel and perpendicular. 7 . good; 5,6 = acceptable; 4 or less = not acceptable

4. Student constructed angles correctly and
communicates the correct descriptions of
the angles for each polygon using correct
terms (right angle, obtuse angle, acute
angle). 7 . good; 5,6 = acceptable; 4 or less = not acceptable
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As one teacher reflected, students "could do
anything if given clear criteria, examples, and the
freedom to develop their own products" within the
boundaries of the objectives and rubrics. There
appeared to be few limits to how much an ambi-
tious student could achieve, if the standards and
levels of performance required were clearly defined
and understood. Uncertainty and confusion about
objectives and goals for performance were two road
blocks removed by alternative assessment tasks.

Student Attitude

Today's educators work with students who of-
ten exhibit apathetic or negative attitudes toward
learning. Poor attitudes may be attributed to prob-
lems students face outside the school environment
such as drug abuse, troubled home life, and peer
pressure. Educators are searching for new meth-
ods to change negative student feelings and actions
toward school. This subsection descr.bes how im-
plementing alternative assessment improved stu-
dent attitudes for this study group. Study group
members individually responded in writing to ques-
tions such as: "What do I see? What can students
do?" "What do students tell me in regard to their
attitudes about alternative assessments?"

Analysis of responses revealed that study group
members had observed negative attitudes when
traditional methods of assessment such as paper/
pencil and norm-referenced tests were used. One
middle school teacher stated that her students did
not consider a traditional paper/pencil test as being
something from which to learn; instead, this type of
test was perceived as something that was "done to"
students. However, when study group members
used alternative assessments with product and per-
formance tasks, students expressed excitement and
enthusiasm. Some comments that study group
members heard from students were: "I like this,"
"When can we do this again," and "I feel good. For
the first time, I did something right and got it in on
time. This is fun. It's easy. I like it because I
finished my work and it (the assessment') helped
me keep up with the work for the portfolio." Many
students were pleased that test grades could be
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earned by doing "something fun."
A high school special education teacher noticed

a positive change in one student for whom a project
was especially meaningful. This special education
student had always been very shy, retiring, and
had displayed characteristics of low self-esteem.
Her grades were very poor even though she worked
diligently. However, once alternative assessment
activities were implemented, she began to experi-
ence success. With one particular biology project in
scientific methodology, she went beyond what was
required for the project. On her own, she inter-
viewed an optometrist about contact lenses and did
extra reading to formulate questions for the per-
sonal interview. The student seemed to become
more confident as she worked on a research project
that was related to her own visual handicap. An
alternative assessment of her understanding of the
anatomy of the human eye and the optical nerve
was designed using the form in Table 9 on page 19
instead of a traditional paper/pencil test.

The student's success on the research project
was evaluated using a modification of guidelines
by Giese, et al, (1989), as shown in Table 10 on page
20 and Table 11 on page 21.

"I feel so positive when I see her holding her
head up, smiling and going after what she wants,"
stated her teacher, 'Pretty impressive for a girl who
tried everything to fade into the woodwork at the
beginning of the year."

Judged by the frequency of positive observa-
tions by the participants (all reported some form of
improvement in student attitude) and the enthusi-
asm displayed during the study, the utilization of
alternative assessments improved student attitudes
toward their work. Teachers have reported that,
"Students appreciated the opportunity to do alter-
native assessments." One teacher even reported
that students came to him and asked if they could
do alternative assessments such as art work, short
stories, cartoons, or games, which they had designed
themselves, on a biology assignment. In one ad-
vanced chemistry class, students who were nor-
mally reluctant to participate in group research
projects entered into a "flurry of activity," once
they could see exactly what was expected of them
in the teacher-developed rubric. In another instance,
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Table 9
Alternative Assessment Design Sheet for a Science Project

for the Visually Impaired Student

I. Prior knowledge or experience required
A. Scientific reporting
B. Contact lenses
C. Eye functioning

II. Concept or objective
A. The scientific method an library research

skills
B. SOL 10.2 and 10.3

III. Tools and materials
A. Lenses, ray box, light source
B. Opticians or optometrist
C. Literature/interview

IV. Motivation
A. Academic fair entry
B. Literature/Science combination
C. Personal experience

V. Learning activities
A.
B.

C.

D.

E.

Select types
Identify variables
Select independent variables and depend-
ent variables
Conduct an experiment
Report findings

VI. Assessment
A. Prepare a paper using the Standard High

School Science Report Technique on the
research done.

B. Display work in Academic Fair exhibition

VII. RubricSee Tables 10 & 11, pp. 20-21.

a quiet, reserved student, who seemed to speak out
only reluctantly even though she earned mainly
A's on traditional tests, blossomed into a highly
communicative and creative student when given
an opportunity to perform on alternative assess-
ments. Other students "...gleefully worked on their
alternative assessment tasks with noticeable enthu-
siasm and creativity."

A teacher of junior high school students com-
mented, "I see kids saving thank you, sending notes
to my aide and me, smiling, asking to do things
with less stress and fewer 'I-don't-care attitudes'.
Students feel successful. They are anxious to try
rather than give up." Students who performed
poorly i:efore alternative assessments became more
enthusi-Astic about doing quality work. "They feel
they have a bigger part in determining their own
grades with alternative assessments" wrote one
teacher in her daily reflections. "They put in the
extra time to do more extensive projects. Some
shared their work with other _achers and students."

Not all students eagerly embraced alternative
assessment. A few, often students who were very
successful on traditional paper and pencil multiple
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choice tests, were reluctant to take on the challenge
of the more in-cleFth assessment instruments which
were developed for classroom use. In some in-
stances, students with poor organizational skills
who lacked practice in long-term project develop-
ment appeared to have difficulty with alternative
assessments, and were reluctant to try more than
one. In one instance, when an alternative writing
assignment was used in a mathematics class, some
students "chose to take the zero" rather than do the
assignment. They felt that "writing was not part of
math." However, on other alternative assessments,
once many of these reluctant students "got going,"
they not only completed the tasks, but excelled in a
number of them.

Study group members also noted a change in
student involvement. With alternative assessment,
students took pride in their work and were willing
to put in the extra effort required. "They showed
excitement as they talked among themselves and
helped each other in performing alternative assess-
ment tasks," said an elementary teacher. Another
teacher responded, "I see more students staying
after school, asking more questions, and becoming
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Table 10
Criteria for Assessing the Academic Fair Project

Criterion, (Point Value), Description, Score

Title (10): Should be as short as possible but be informative, descriptive, and inter-
esting.

Hypothesis (10): Should be clearly stated in a testable way, alternative hypothesis
should also be stated. Each should include the level of testing or the statistic used.

Independent variable (10): The tested independent variable should be clearly identi-
fied in terms of an operational definition.

Levels of Independent variable (10): All of the tested levels of the independent
variable should be identified.

Control (10): The control with which the experimental groups are compared should be
properly identified. Other constant variables must be considered.

Repeated trials (10): An appropriate number of repetitions of the experimental condi-
tions should be observed and the proper statistic for describing the data should be
used.

Dependent variables (10): The dependent variable should be identified and properly
operationally defined.

Measures of dependent variables (10): These should be recorded in an appropriate
data table, properly labelled, and include appropriate statistics.

Experimental design diagram or photograph (10): This must clearly show the setup
that was done and the relationships between the materials well enough to be followed
by an independent experimenter who would want to repeat the work.

Appropriate level of complexity (10): This must be at the instructional level of the
students. Tenth graders should not be doing a seventh grade level project.

Creativity (10): This is reflected in using a new project or doing an old one from a new
and different perspective so that it is obviously unique.

Adapted from Giese, et.al. (1989)

more involved during class." As involvement in-
creased, students began to take ownership of their
learning. When students participated in the evalu-
ation process, they became more responsible for
their work. For example, a fourth grade teacher

described a student who previously did only enough
work to "get by." He had a very care-free attitude
about school and appeared to enjoy showing off.
After she implemented alternative assessment, he
became involved in his own learning, became
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Table 11
Report Specifics

In the report, the student should include all of the following in addition to the above

mentioned items.

Background (20): Include a thorough discussion of the topic and include the

reason for studying the topic. It should include material from several sources,
including a brief discussion of other studies.

Materials (10): A complete listing of relevant specialized materials used in the

research. Do not include common items that are not specialized for the research

such as paper, pencil, books, etc.

Procedure (20): Should be complete enough for someone else to read anc

repeat what was done in the research.

Data (10): In the proper table(s).

Conclusion/analysis (20): Must include a statement about the acceptance or

rejection of the hypothesis and be based upon the data. The analysis section
should reflect how the conclusions relate to the background and include possible

explanations for the results.

General visual presentation effect (20): The use of proper materials in making

the display attractive and clearly demonstrating the findings in the presentation.

Adapted from Giese, et.al. (1989)

knowledgeable, and began to enjoy school without
acting out. This student eventually made the honor
roll and other teachers noticed more on-task behav-

ior.
Overall, study group members observed posi-

tive attitudes with the use of alternative assess-
ments, yet some members detected negative opin-
ions from some students. A few studentsdisplayed
frustration when asked to be creative. Students
who usually did well on traditional tests did not
want to risk trying something new. These children
often stated, "Just give me the test." The same
students seemed to still buy into the "What-grade-
did-I-get?" syndrome, in order to compare grades
and compete with others.

However, for most students in study group
member classes, using alternative assessments im-

proved student attitudes and increased sell-esteem.
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The alternative assessment projects allowed stu-
dents to take an active role and to develop pride in

their learning as they put it into practice. All mem-

bers of the study group reported students becom-
ing excited about alternative assessments and more
interested in learning. Students were proud of their
accomplishments and developed a strong sense of
ownership for their products, even exhibiting a mild
panic when a portfolio was temporarily misplaced.
Students were observed to be more involved in
their work, especially those who had not been suc-
cessful on traditional tests. On the whole, student
attitudes toward learning showed improvement as
a result of the alternative assessments used in their
classrooms. They enjoyed the variety of the alter-
native assessment activities and the sense of fulfill-

ment or accomplishment acquired from "hitting the

target."

3 )
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Instructional Practice

Instructional practice encompasses the tech-
niques and methods the teacher uses to facilitate
learning within the prescribed curriculum. These
practices range from traditional teacher-centered
lectures to student-directed programs. Study group
members were asked two questions in regard to
their instructional practices during the implemen-
tation phase: "How have your teaching methods
changed as you have implemented alternative as-
sessment?" and "What are you doing differently?"

In examining the responses to these questions,
it was determined that a majority of the partici-
pants agreed on several points. For elementary
teachers in particular, no major changes in instruc-
tional practices were reported. However, these
teachers described becoming more aware of their
customary practices and improved in planning and
writing rubrics. Teachers began to match their as-
sessment to their instruction rather than allowing
the assessment to drive the instruction. Recent re-
lated literature suggests that assessments should
match not only the objectives for learner outcomes,
but the instructional strategies used to teach to-
ward mastery of those objectives as well. Only that
which is taught should be tested in a manner con-
sistent with how that concept is taught.

A respondent commented, "As I implemented
alternative assessments I saw a decrease in grading
stacks of papers each night. Students evalpated
their own work along with the teacher an had
immediate feedback about strengths and/oAveak-
nesses. Students were allowed to set deadlines for
their own mastery and I guided their learning rather
than telling them facts they should know. Students
were asked for input and helped with the initial
planning of assessments. I incorporated more vide-
otaping, photographing, and audio-cassette taping
of student performances." Another instructor said,
"I am now thinking more about the criteria for
successful completion of any demonstration of
mastery. I am trying to more clearly let students
know what a successful performance or product
will be."

Study group members also noted that their in-
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struction became more integrated in nature, with
the use of thematic units to incorporate various
subject areas and learning strategies. All reported
using more hands-on units, a variety of activities,
and more open-ended labs and questions to stimu-
late student involvement and accommodate learn-
ing styles. "I look for different ways to assess stu-
dent achievement, not just pencil/paper tests and
grades. There is more variety in my instructional
practices and more student facilitated instruction. I
involve students in the development of the assess-
ment and in assessing themselves and their peers,"
wrote one teacher. "We are not talking as much,
but letting students assume the responsibility for
learning by talking about what they know. We are
lessening teacher control resulting in higher noise
levels and 'organized confusion' as it may appear
to the untrained." "I have tried to provide more
hands-on activities that actively engage the stu-
dents in the use of higher order thinking strategies
instead of expecting them to regurgitate facts."

Teachers and students moved away from the
exclusive use of adopted textbooks and toward
outside resources and trade books. A variety of
materials were reported as being used to facilitate
learning with more extensive and in-depth projects
being assigned. Research on a long-term basis ap-
pealed to students on topics of intereF+ to them.
One teacher reported that, "We have more open-
ended discussions and have moved away from time
concerns. I have allowed time for students to do
the work necessary to learn rather than just cover-
ing the material."

Instruction was described as becoming more
student-oriented rather than teacher-driven. Stu-
dents became more responsible for their own learn-
ing. They learned to self-assess, a valuable life-long
skill. "I have put more responsibility for learning
on my students and have taught them how to use
various sources of information. Teaching has in-
cluded more discovery lessons for students and the
use of technology. Assessment uses the same re-
sources." Another teacher summed up instructional
practice changes by saying, "I lecture less and ad-
vise more. It is difficult, but I am trying to let the
students take over more of the class by practicing
what they have learned and evaluating their own

Alternative Assessments in Math and Science: Moving Toward a Moving Target
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work against the standards." Members of this study
group reported becoming facilitators of knowl-
edge"guides on the side, not sages on the stage."

After implementing alternative assessment, and
changing some of their teaching methods, teachers
had clear ideas about their instructional practices
and the teacher's role in the classroom. "Students
see me as a helper, a facilitator, a counselor, and a
leader who will guide them through the learning
process rather than force them through," said one.
Others agreed that they became more aware of new
practices and more enthused about education. They
advised other teachers, "Don't try to fit the new to
the old. Cut ties to past ways of assessing."

Student comments after developing an alterna-
tive assessment for their high school biology in-
structor illustrated an appreciation for test making.
"I think the best test is one where you test someone
else." "I'm really going to get you on this one."
"This is hard to do." After all of the work done by
students, it took the teacher over five hours to re-
spond to the student-made tests. When a chemis-
try teacher assigned an experiment as an alterna-
tive assessment with the necessary equipment fur-
nished and no instructions, students wanted to
know, "How do we do it?" and "What do we do?"
The teacher's journal comment at the close of the
activity described the end result. "Through col-
laboration and creative thinking the students did
figure out how to perform the experiment which
built a great deal of confidence for them."

In conclusion, math and science teachers who
have participated in this project over several months
described becoming much more aware of their own
instructional practices and looking forward to ad-
ditional work in the field of alternative assessment,
especially in refining rubrics.

Working Conditions

Conditions of the teaching environment that
enhanced or hindered teacher effectiveness and
student performance while using alternative assess-
ment in the study group project were examined.
Study group members were asked, "In your school
setting, what has helped or hindered your project

in relation to the conditions essential for successful
implementation: 1) time for learning, sharing, and
peer (teacher) assistance; 2) administrative support;
and 3) resources for supplies, materials, or equip-
ment?"

Study group members concurred that time is a
major factor in student progress toward mastery of
objectives. Teachers must plan time for students to
work independently, with peers, with the teacher,
for learning, for practice, and for evaluation of learn-
ing. Individual assessment of student performance
required additional time. One study group mem-
ber wrote that, "There is less time for me to lecture
because the students are interacting and quizzing
each other. Maybe that is not bad!" Another re-
sponse indicated that, "It takes a lot of time to work
the problems that student lake up for the teacher,
but it is worth it when I see them checking my
answers far more carefully than they would their
own work." Students must also make wise use of
time in the classroom to benefit from instruction
and assessment activities. The group process skills
of peer evaluation and cooperative learning are
helpful for maximizing use of available time.

Seldom is sufficient time available to teachers
for their own or peer sharing and planning, so many
arrive at school early, stay late, or do planning at
home after school hours. Flexible scheduling and
team teaching provided additional planning time
for some members of this project. Study group
members also needed an abundance of reading and
thinking time to process new information about
alternative assessments and to produce meaningful
activities and rubrics. Time management for teach-
ers and students is a vital key to successful implem-
entation of alternative assessments, and the school
administrator plays a vital role in assisting that
effort.

On the whole, administrative support in study
group members' schools was excellent. Reflections
and comments from teachers indicated that princi-
pals provided funding and classroom coverage for
attending project meetings as school budgets al-
lowed. One typical description of administrative
support reported that, "My principal visits and en-
joys seeing active learning and student work dis-
played. Alternative assessment is supported be-
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cause results correlate directly with pupils' achieve-
ment in relation to objectives." "My principal sup-
ports innovative instruction and assessment," re-
fleeted another teacher. "The administration is
supportive in spirit, but funding is limited as far as
additional hands-on materials." It was also sug-
gested that the alternative assessment activities and
the learning that resulted made the administrator
"look good" and resulted in positive support. Some
principals approved additional activities for the
classes involved in this study beyond original re-
quirements, arranged for common planning peri-
ods, granted professional leave, and provided sub-
stitute teachers from school funds. It was noted
that principals must agree with the philosophy that
all students can learn and perform tasks which
demonstrate their learning. Teachers also need
support as they help parents understand new meth-
ods of assessment. Teachers commented that they
do not want to feel that they are "out on a limb by
themselves" as they work to improve learning op-
portunities and assure positive results for their stu-
dents.

Generally, school district support was perceived
as lacking acknowledgement for the work of this
group and characterized by some skepticism about
the benefit of alternative assessments. However,
one study group member felt that the district's cen-
tral office had been very supportive. Additional
awareness activities may improve support from
local school district administration.

The availability or allocation of resources var-
ied widely among the 22 participants in this study.
Teachers reported that it was necessary to plan as-
sessment around the materials and resources avail-
able rather than planning their materials and re-
sources based on the assessment. As one teacher
noted, "In alternative assessment, necessity is truly
the mother of invention." Teachers often shared
materials through cooperative planning and sched-
uling. Grant and incentive writing were used to
obtain materials to support and extend the curricu-
lum. Many teachers used school and community
libraries for resource materials.

Study group members often found that they
could rely on outside support from community
members and parents. For example, a third grade
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teacher began a unit in math centered around a
grocery store theme. When she found she was
short on actual manipulatives, she asked her stu-
dents to bring in one item from home to stock their
store. Students brought in many items including
personal toys. These items created an authentic
activity that the teacher would normally teach for
only one week, but because of student interest, the
unit stretched into two weeks and incorporated
goals for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
using money.

Negative perceptions were voiced in regard to
the availability of equipment, supplies, materials,
and space. Teaching materials that supported the
assessment's objective were often not available. For
example, one middle school teacher attempted to
use videotaped interviews to evaluate student proj-
ects for a science assignment. Difficulties occurred
in scheduling the use of the school's only video
camera and in securing a quiet and uninterrupted
taping location. Another teacher of the primary
grades had difficulty finding a variety of tools for
measurement (scales, meter sticks, graduated liter
containers) to use in providing hands-on experi-
ences. Teachers reported that money was not avail-
able for extra equipment and materials to support
alternative assessment activities. Supplies and
materials were often limited, non-existent, or out of
date.

Cost and time may very well put the brakes to
the alternative assessment movement. However,
reviewing and discussing a portfolio with a child or
watching that child perform a task adds a degree of
intimacy that is revitalizing in an era characterized
by a heavy reliance on depersonalized forms of
assessment. One teacher summed up her feelings
by saying, "There never seems to be enough time,
but by using a rubric I have found I can grade
reports and projects faster and more efficiently."

Teacher Effectiveness

Although members of the study group acknowl-
edge that it is early in the project to evaluate the
impact of alternative assessment on teacher effec-
tiveness, many have already observed some cvi-

Math and Science: Moving Toward a Moving Target
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dence, both positive and negative. Questions asked
for this study were: "What feedback have you
received on your effectiveness from your students?
From your partner and other peers? From your
principal?" and "How do you feel about your own
effectiveness?" One teacher reflected on the ability
to measure teacher effectiveness by student feed-
back: "Student grades and interest are improved
by the use of alternative assessments, but is this
truly a measure of our effectiveness? Students do
not think in terms of teacher effectiveness, only
student success. Can we equate these two?"

However, the majority of responses from the
study group indicated that student reactions to class-
room instruction were viewed by teachers as a re-
flection of their effectiveness. Therefore, many ob-
servations describe how students participating in
alternative assessment activities reacted to the in-
struction. For instance, students who were included
in the planning of assessments seemed to appreci-
ate having a part to play in the evaluation process.
Comments indicated that they particularly enjoyed
the variety that alternative assessments e ided to
the instruction. Alternative assessments were par-
ticularly effective for the more creative students.
Special education students and their parents seemed
especially appreciative of alternative assessment
which plays to the strengths of individual students
by providing them with a variety of methods to
demonstrate mastery. A satisfied teacher com-
mented, "I am thrilled with feedback I have re-
ceived about using alternative assessments. My
students' parents are happy because their children
are happy and have become excited about learning
and doing homework. I am aware of my effective-
ness as a teacher because my students' grades have
improved, and they stay on task." Several teachers
expressed the belief that the students would retain
more knowledge as a result of assessing their
strengths instead of requiring conformity to the rigid
criteria of traditional paper/pencil tests.

Teachers stated that they felt more effective as
a result of being able to meet student needs by
addressing various learning styles through the al-
ternative assessments. They also enjoyed seeing
the excitement evoked by hands-on activities. One
teacher told of how she attempted to teach organ-
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izational skills and a linear approach to problem
solving. Students had the option of reporting on
their projects using photographs instead of written
reports. One student had poor verbal ability, but
was able to describe in photographs her bird feeder,
illustrating effectively how the feeder was set up.

Teacher effectiveness with alternative assess-
ment was affected by other variables. Administra-
tive support can facilitate resource acquisition, plan-
ning time, and parent understanding and accep-
tancecrucial components of successful implem-
entation of alternative assessment. Most adminis-
trators were very supportive and quite positive
about the idea of using alternative assessment in
their schools. However, a few administrators may
have been uninformed about the initiative and,
therefore, offered little support for implementation.

There were some negative comments heard
from students. It was interesting that some of them
came from students who performed well on tradi-
tional tests. For instance, these students felt that
alternative methods only created extra work, were
too time consuming, and were too difficult. Al-
though no direct evidence of this was observed,
some teachers were concerned that they might be
required to defend the new methods to parents and
expressed a desire to determine the effectiveness of
the new procedures in comparison to traditional
testing. However, since different aspects of learn-
ing are m asured by the two methods of assess-
ments, the use of control groups to experimentally
determine the effectiveness of alternative assess-
ment methods was not possible in this study group.

Overall, the teachers in this study group re-
ported that the use of alternative assessment en-
hanced their effectiveness in teaching for learning,
both academically and affectively. Teacher effec-
tiveness was reflected in the observations that stu-
dent achievement and attitudes improved for the
majority of the students involved in the alternative
assessment activities. One teacher said, "We are
doing a better job of instruction and assessment of
progress, but we have a long way to go." Another
felt that, "I am still trying to find my way. Alterna-
tive assessment has added variety to my teaching
methods." Yet another summed it up this way, "I
feel that I have affected the effectiveness of my
students."
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Study group members used five clarifying ques-
tions as prompts for discussion and reflection on
alternative assessment. Topics for consideration
included building a case for using alternative as-
sessments, listing helpful resources, advising other
teachers who are just beginning alternative assess-
ments how to avoid major pitfalls, determiningwhat
did not work well, and providing suggestions to
help teachers plan over the summer to incorporate
alternative assessments into their teaching. Each
member recorded responses that were analyzed by
a pair of group members for commonalities and
major points, then described for this section of Al-

ternative Assessments in Math and Science: Moving
Toward a Moving Target. The questions are given in
Appendix G.

The following 10 recommendations were made
by the members of this study group after six months
of developing and implementing alternative assess-
ment activities in their classrooms.

1. Start small. Follow someone else's example
in the beginning, or do one activity in combi-
nation with a traditional test.

2. Develop clear rubrics. Realize that develop-
ing an effective rubric is harder than carrying
out the activity. Standards and expectations
must be clear. Benchmarks for levels of per-
formance are essential. Characteristics of
typical student products and performances
may be used to generate performance assess-
ment rubrics and standards for the class.

3. Expect to use more time at first. Developing
and evaluating alternative assessments and
their rubrics requires additional time until
you and your students become comfortable
with the method.
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4. Adapt existing curriculum. Plan assessment
as you plan instruction, not as anafterthought.

5. Have a partner. Sharing ideas and experi-
ences with a colleague is beneficial to teach-

ers and to students.

6. Make a collection. Look for examples of al-
ternative assessments or activities that could
be modified for your students and keep a file
readily accessible. The National Teachers'
Assessment Network provides one source of
information.

7. Assign a high value (grade) to the assess-
ment. Students need to see the experience as
being important and worth their time. Make
expectations clear in advance.

8. Expect to learn by trial and error. Be willing
to take risks and learn from mistakes, just as
we expect students to do. The best assess-
ments are developed over time and with re-
peated use.

9. Try peer assessment activities. Relieve your-
self of some grading responsibilities and in-
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crease student evaluation skills and accounta-
bility by involving them in administering as-
sessments.

10. Don't give up. If the first tries are not as suc-
cessful as you had hoped, remember, this is
new to the students, too. They can help you
refine the process. Once you have tried an
alternative assessment, reflect and evaluate
the activities. Ask yourself some questions.
What worked? What needs modification?
What would I do differently? Would I use
this activity again? How did the students
respond? Did the end results justify the time
spent? Did students learn from the activity?

Nine specific techniques to try when develop-
ing assessment activities are included in the list
below.

1. Group activities encourage students to work
together to develop a plan, carry it out, and
communicate their findings to others.

2. Logs and journals provide an opportunity to
brainstorm, to question, or to reflect on a
problem.

3. Nonroutine problems involve creative prob-
lem-solving, critical thinking, and an innova-
tive approach to the synthesis of ideas.

4. Open-ended questions probe students' abil-
ity to confront an unusual situation by apply-
ing a collection of strategies and ideas. These
problems have a variety of correct responses.

5. Student-generated questions are formulated
and written for other students and the teacher
to solve.

6. Performance tasks consist of real-world prob-
lems that employ useful,meaningful applica-
tions for students to tackle.

7. Portfolios are collections of student work over
time used to how overall improvement/
growth.

8. Presentations, single or group, explain ideas
and information to others.

9. Research projects require students to find in-
formation not readily available in the class-
room and to draw their own conclusions
about implications.

The implementation of alternative assessment will
be a growing, learning process for administrators,
teachers, parents, and students. Although it may
not replace all traditional testing, alternative as-
sessment will strengthen instruction and learning,
thereby addressing the issue of accountability in
today's schools.
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SAMPLE ACTIVITIES

FOR ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT

Introduction

How can we motivate all students to have a
more positive attitude and greater involvement in
all subject areas? How can we more effectively
assess students who do not perform well on tradi-
tional paper and pencil tests? How can we assess
all students' progress more realistically and mean-
ingfully?

Alternative assessment activities may be a vi-
able answer to all three questions. However, activi-
ties alone are not alternative forms of assessment.
They are a part of instruction that facilitates learn-
ing. Assessment measures performance after skills
have been practiced and once learning has occurred.
When a student is given an activity in which to
apply learning, informed of how performance will
be evaluated, and then evaluated on that perform-
ance, the activity has become part of an assessment.

The rubric states the standard, or specific crite-
ria, for the performance as related to the concept
being studied so the student knows what is ex-
pected at each level as he/she advances toward
mastery. Levels may range from novice to expert
as students meet and exceed mastery of the objec-
tive. For example, the Kentucky performance as-
sessments for statewide administration employ four
levels: novice, apprentice, proficient, and distin-
guished. General descriptions of the levels range
from "shows minimal understanding" to "offers
insightful interpretations." (For a complete descrip-
tion, refer to the Rationale section of this docu-
ment.) It has been observed that students can meet
all of our expectations if they are given choices of
the types of assessment activities, models of a final
product, and clear performance standards to fol-

low. In other words, a child can hit any target if
he/she knows what it is and it is not moving.

Alternative assessment encourages individual
creativity across the curriculum. The result is that,
unlike most pencil and paper evaluations, alterna-
tive assessment increases student involvement, ele-
vates self-esteem, and improves learning. Alterna-
tive assessments appear effective in evaluating stu-
dent understanding of concepts while providing a
welcome change for students and teachers alike.
Students who do not adequately display their
knowledge on a traditional paper/pencil test may
find that alternative assessment activities address
varied learning styles, providing a stage for learn-
ing performances that is more "user friendly."
Assessments which match objectives and instruc-
tion enable students to demonstrate understanding
of complex concepts while also providing opportu-
nities for peer assessment and written and oral com-
munication practice in all content areas.

The examples given in this section should serve
as a stimuli for new approaches to measuring stu-
dent achievement. Although these assessment ac-
tivities were field tested in specific grade level class-
rooms, they can easily be adapted for use at other
levels and with other subjects. It should be noted
that in these first year attempts at alternative as-
sessment, rubric development by study group
members was at the novice level. This skill was
more fully developed as the project continued into
its second school year. Each activity provides the
following information: objective, grade, adapta-
tions for other levels (where appropriate), subject,
topic, materials, activity, rubric, and evaluation
method (who did what and how). In addition,
side bar information is included for each activity
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describing time and preparation requirements and
student/teacher analysis and reactions to the as-
sessment.

Once teachers are tuned in to using alternative
assessment, it becomes easy to think of new and
better ways to assess student learning. Every teacher

has a unique style and techniques that can incorpo-
rate varied approaches to assessment. Use of a
variety of assessment techniques broadens the scope
of student competencies and applications teachers
are able to assess completely and equitably within
meaningful contexts.
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Elementary Science and Mathematics Assessments
Activity 1: Weather Music

Objective: The learner will be able to demonstrate relevant con-
nections between weather concepts and daily living in
written form.

Gr.sde: 4

Other Levels: Can be adapted for all levels. Rubric could require
kindergarten students to draw instead of writs. Primary
students could limit the length of the writing or merely
identify type of weather.

Subject: Science

Topic: Weather and music

Materials: audio tape with variety of weather sounds
listening center
tape deck with earphones for listening and taping
vocabulary fist: weather words and sound words appro-
priate for the grade level.

Activity: The students listen individually or in small
groups at a listening center to a tape of weather sounds.
They identify the sounds heard and jot down thoughts
about each sound that come to mind while listening to the
weather tape. The students prewrite about what was
heard by identifying and describing sounds using words
from the vocabulary list. They then develop a paragraph
describing the weather sounds. Points are given for words
used correctly in a paragraph with supporting details de-
scribing and elaborating on the topic of weather. (Words
have already been taught in previous lessons.) The stu-
dents then read their paragraphs to the teacher or class
while being audiotaped. Written paragraphs are included
in a portfolio of creative writing samples and also copied
for display with student illustration products.

Rubric: A four-point grading scale is used.

3 points = A Excellent; understands task, works in-
dependently, writes and reads a paragraph using all vo-
cabulary words correctly with supporting details and de-
scription that clearly and concisely illustrate understand-
ing and communicate ideas. Creates an attractive, unique
illustration of the paragraph that corresponds to the con-

text.
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Preparation and Time Required:
Two days for students to listen to
tape, write, read, and revise the para-
graph for portfolio and display.
Weather vocabulary and sound
words with their meanings have been
taught and practiced prior to this ac-
tivity.

Analysis (Student/Teacher): "The

music was scary. This is fun!"
This activity is one of many cross-
curriculum activities for a unit on
weather. A checklist could help stu-
dents and teacher see progress daily.
Be careful that students don't spend
too much time listening to music.
Activities address all learning styles.

2 points = B Good; listens to tape, writes and reads
paragraph using at least two thirds of the vocabulary
words correctly with adequate supporting details and de-
scription that illustrate understanding and communicate
ideas effectively. Illustrates the paragraph attractively
and appropriately to complement the context.

1 point = C Fair; listens to tape, expresses thoughts
orally using the vocabulary words, but uses only half the
words correctly in writing with supporting details and de-
scription that illustrate understanding and communicate
ideas. Illustrates the paragraph adequately.

0 points = D Needs Improvement; listens to tape, is
unable to use two thirds of the vocabulary words orally or
in writing. Supporting details and description are inade-
quate for illustrating understanding and communicating
ideas. Illustrates the paragraph inappropriately or not at
all.

Evaluation Methods:
Center checklist
Portfolio of best work
Display of stories and illustrations
Tape of oral readings
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Appalachia Educational Laboratory

Objective:

Grade:

Other Levels:

Subject:

Topic:

Materials:

Activity 2: Earthworms Visit School

The learner will be able to demonstrate knowledge of
earthworms and their behavior as well as skills in observa-
tions, graphing, and research.

3

Suitable for any level. K-1 can keep picture journals or
make picture flash cards to reinforce vocabulary. Grades
two and up can write couplets or haiku.

Science

Animals Without Backbones

glass jars
soil
graph paper
reference materials
portfolios

illustration materials
tape recorder and tapes
video recorder (optional)
paper and pencils
journals

Activity: Students dig up earthworms from their lawns
and under rocks. They place the earthworms in soil,
study them, and use charts and graphs to record their
behavior for two weeks. Assessment activities include:
1) researching and writing about earthworms, 2) using
vocabulary, 3) developing charts or graphs, 4) compos-
ing creative writing pieces and poetry, and 5) illustrating.

Rubric: 4 points = A Excellent; makes chart or
graph, demonstrates mastery of vocabulary, writes crea-
tively and creates poems; reads, writes, and illustrates
using reference materials.

3 points = B Good; keeps journal of observations,
illustrates, completes four of five activities successfully.

2 points = C Fair; completes three of five activities
successfully.

1 ,:pint = D; Needs Improvement; completes two of
five activities successfully.

Preparation and Time Required:
Read Henry and the Night Crawlers
from Henry Huggins. Read and dis-
cuss "Animals Without Backbones"
in grade three science book. Two
weeks of observation and activities.

Analysis (Student/Teacher): Are my
worms moving ?" "My mom got sick
when she found worms under the
rock!"

Evaluation Methods: Videotape (optional) and photo-
graph the day the worms come to class and subsequent
activities such as charting behavior. Record poems on
students' audiotapes. Include poems and photographs in
a portfolio with other creative writing, illustrations, and
reports from reference materials. Evaluate vocabulary
mastery by its use in writings and illustrations.
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Classroom Instruction Program

Activity 3: Fun at the Store

Objective: The learner will be able to demonstrate the use of money
for buying and selling items in a store.

Grade: 3

Other Levels: First grade can do a teacher-directed activity. This is a
good cooperative learning activity for grades two through

five. Intermediate levels can incorporate multiplication
and division.

Subject:

Topic:

Materials:

Mathematics

Mon

Empty food containers for three stores (grocery, drug,
and
paper and pencils play money

price tags journals
cash registers

Actwty: The class is divided into three cooperative
learning teams. Four jobs are assigned randomly to
members of the teams. The jobs are: cashier, custom-
ers, banker, and sales assistants. The banker distributes
$5.00 to each team member except the cashier. Each
team shops in one of the three stores. Each cashier is
responsible for adding up all sales at each store. Each
team member keeps a record of purchases and a running
balance in his/her journal by subtracting from the $5.00
spending money. The customers' goal is to make as
many purchases as possible with the least amount of
money, staying within the budget.

Students must carry out the responsibilities of each
of the four jobs, making a journal entry for each of the
four roles and recording all transactions made. Students
must include a summary of what was learned for each
role in their journals. They must demonstrate the ability
to count money, make change, and read andwrite money
expressions correctly as they record transactions. Each
team must report to the class on its activities telling what
they did and what was learned.

Preparation and Time Required:
Day one: Categorize and price items
for stores.
Day two: Make job tags. Discuss
and practice job responsibilities with
students.
Allow several days for students to
work through the three centers.

Analysis (Student/Teacher): "This

is fun! I understand why I need to
learn how to count money."
Time management is a must with
this activity. Involve students for
active learning.

Rubric: Excellent Demonstrates a clear understand-
ing of the use of money for buying and selling; quickly
and efficiently counts money and makes change; accu-
rately records money transactions; makes the most pos-
sible purchases with the least amount of money; and
writes an insightful, clear, concise summary of learning.

Fair Demonstrates some understanding of the
use of money for buying and selling; counts money and
makes change with some errors; records money transac-
tions with some errors; is able to make purchases within
the allotted budget; and summarizes learning verbally or
in writing.

Needs Improvement . Demonstrates little under-
standing of the use of money for buying and selling; is
unable to count money and/or make change; may record
prices, but is unable to record expenditures and bal-
ances; exceeds the budget with purchases; and may be
able to describe some learning verbally.

Evaluation Methods: Journal entries of transactions,
running balances, and summaries of learning; team re-
ports of activities; learning center checklist (three stves);
and group cooperation.
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Appal- Educational Laboratory

Objective:

Wade:

Other Levels:

Subject:

Topic:

Materials:

Activity 4: Time Study

The learner will be able to demonstrate methods of re-
cording the passage of time.

3

Can be adapted for primary or intermediate levels.

Mathematics

Time

paper plates painVmarkers/crayons
glue oak tag
brads calendars
newspapers magazines
time-line models clock models
paper (construction or newsprint)
encyclopedias

Activities: After studying time-lines, calendars, clocks,
and other methods of recording the passage of time,
students will:

1. Draw a time-line highlighting the major events in
their lives to date.

2. Devise a weekly time schedule of personal activities
using a calendar.

3. Design and build a free-standing clock or a paper
plate clock to demonstrate times from weekly sched-
ules.

4. Make a scrapbook of ways to tell time.

Each student will make an assessment wheel. Sections
of the wheel will be colored in as the student completes
the four tasks to track progress.

Rubric: Excellent = Demonstrates understanding of all
of the tasks, works well independently and cooperatively,
researches and locates information for construction of
the products, presents information and products in a
creative, clear, understandable manner; and demonstrates

Preparation and Time Required:
Prepare materials ahead of time.
Teacher and students will determine
how much time is needed for each
task.

Analysis (StudentiTeacher): "Look
at my clock, it's the best!"
Bring in a collection of clocks as a
motivational technique. Allow dis-
cussion and hands-on time. Discuss
other methods of telling time such as
sundials. How did people record the
passage of time before clocks and
calendars?

a firm grasp lf the concept of time and the various
methods of illustrating its passage.

Fair Demonstrates understanding of most of the
tasks, usually works well independently and coopera-
tively; locates some information for construction of the
products, presents information and products in a clear,
understandable manner; and demonstrates an accept-
able grasp of the concept of time and the various meth-
ods of illustrating its passage.

Needs Improvement Demonstrates understanding
of few of the tasks, does not work well independently or
cooperatively, locates very little information for construc-
tion of the products, presents information and products in
an unclear manner, and demonstrates little grasp of the
concept of time and the various methods of illustrating its
passage.

Evaluation Methods: Display assessment wheels.Prizes
may be given for the most original clock. Cooperative
groups may work together to complete tasks. The rubric
may be converted to a grading scale.
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Classroom Instruction Program

Objective:

Grade:

Other Levels:

Subject:

Topic:

Materials:

The learner will be
life cycle of a plant.

3

Activity 5: Life Cycle of a Plant

able to demonstrate knowledge of the

K-1 students can identify four basic parts and draw a
plant. Label plant parts by under

teacher direction.

Science

Plants

reference books
flowering plants
plants charts
magnifying glass
seeds
journals, portfolios
graph paper

cutting and pasting

soil
containers
paper, pencil
herbs
magazines
crayon/markers

Activity: The teacher motivates the students by intro-
ducing the whole group to the plant center. The use of
this center is discussed in advance and a visit planned
with the class. Colorful displays make it inviting. Expec-
tations are discussed and explained to the total group.
Individual students are given guidelines to follow while
working on each activity. (The center is a table area with
plants, materials, and colorful displays.)

Student activities include:

1. Creating a story about seed growth.

2. Planting an herb garden. Graphing plant growth.

3. Creating a vocabulary game to learn new words.

4. Writing a couplet about a seed, plant, or flower.

5. Dissecting three different flowering plants and clas-
sifying each plant's parts.

6. Choosing a creative way to grow grass seeds and
observe them, then explaining it to the class.

7. Planting a vegetable at home and recording daily
journal entries on its growth and care. Drawing

and labeling a diagram for inclusion in your portfo-
lio.
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Preparation and Time Required:
Two days to set up center. Materials
are gathered in advance. Comple-
tion of unit . two weeks, at 20 min-
utes per day.

Analysis (Student/Teacher): "I en-
joyed visiting our imaginary garden
to pick flowering plants." Students
enjoyed active learning and taking
part in assessing daily progress. This
unit and the activities correlate beau-
tifully with individual learning styles.

8. Becoming an author of a plant picture book.

9. Planting two types of seeds, charting growth, and
comparing results.

10. Reading five books about plants, listing titles and
authors, and writing a summary to share your fa-
vorite with the class.

Rubric: Students keep a plant journal and retain their
best work in a portfolio.

Each activity was graded holistically on a four point
scale based on demonstrated understanding of plant life
cycles, creativity, accurate and logical record keeping,
and clear explanations or reports of products.

4 - Excellent

3 . Good

2 . Fair

1 . Needs Improvement

Evaluation Methods: Activity checklist, snapshots of
plant growth, oral book reports, stories, graphs, diagrams,
plant classifications, picture books, journal entries, port-
folios, couplets, observations by the teacher, student re-
flections on learning.
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Appalachia Educational Laboratory

Activity 6: What is the Weather?

Objective: The student will be able to demonstrate knowledge of
weather patterns and bar graphs.

Grade: Can be adapted for any elementary level.

Subject: Science and math

Topic: Weather and bar graphs

Materials: weather pictures reference materials on weather
calandar poster board
paper/pencils weather forecast chart
grid paper crayons or markers

Activity: After class discussion, the calendar person for
the day tapes a picture on the weather calendar using
one of four pictures (sunny, partly cloudy, cloudy, or
rainy). Students record the daily weather for use in
constructing a graph at the end of the month. Each
student graphs the weather for the entire month using the
bar graph format to show the frequency of occurrence for
each of the four types of weather. The weather graph is
then presented and explained to the class with a hy-
pothesis and prediction about weather patterns. (See 7.
of the rubric section.)

Rubric:
1. The graph must show the four types of weather

across the bottom (the horizontal axis).

2. The number of days must be shown up the left side
(the vertical axis).

3. The count must be accurate for the number of days
per weather pattern.

4. Each bar representing one of the four types of weather
must be a different color.

5. The numerals must be in ascending order and spaced
at regular intervals on the graph.

6. Neatness and creativity should be present. For ex-
ample, the bars may have an illustration of the types
of weather, or may be three dimensional. Sloppy
work will be evaluated as "needs improvement."

Preparation and Time Required:
Materials and models of final prod-
ucts should be gathered in advance.
Students will need two days to con-
struct graphs and a maximum of three
minutes each to present their ideas.

Analysis (Students/Teacher): Ad-
ditional products could be con-
structed based on the hypotheses
set forth and the predictions made.
This topic can be expanded into sev-
eral activities such as vocabulary
concentration, word scrambles, para-
phrasing a poem about the weather,
and researching weather instruments
or cloud types.

7. The oral presentation must communicate ideas about
the weather clearly to the audience and explain how
often weather patterns occurred during the month.
Students should tell why they think the weather oc-
curred as it did (seasons, hurricanes, etc.). Students
should predict the weather for the next month based
on information gathered during class study.

Excellent =Meets all seven standards. Demonstrates
an in-depth knowledge of bar graphing. Communicates
ideas clearly. interprets the information to the audience
to demonstrate knowledge of weather patterns. Explains
a logical hypothesis about the weather occurrences and
a logical prediction based on fact.

Fair = Meets five of the standards. Demonstrates an
understanding of bar graphing and weather patterns.
Communicates ideas and information to the audience
adequately.

Needs Improvement Meets four or fewer of the
standards. Shows minimal understanding of bar graph-
ing and weather patterns. Communication is not clear.
Uses incorrect information. Graph is illegible.

Evaluation Methods: Students' graphs and presenta-
tions are judged based on the rubric. Classmates may
also do evaluations of presentations for additional feed-
back. Graphs may be judged and awarded prizes. All

graphs should be displayed.
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Classroom Instruction Program

Secondary Science Assessments
Activity 1: Essay Questions

Objective: The learner will be able to develop essay questions from
the textbook chapter presently being studied.

Grade: Middle school

Other Levels: After instruction and practice on essay question formula-
tion, this activity is adaptable to all levels after grade
three.

Subject:

Topic:

Materials:

Earth Science

Formulating essay questions

textbooks, paper, pencils, models

Activity: After appropriate instruction and practice in
formulating essay questions based on main ideas and
supporting details, students will construct ten questions
from the chapter presently being studied. Questions

should be open-ended and produce analytical explana-
tions of the material and elicit organization of information.
Answers should be written out on a separate paper with
page numbers referenced. The questions developed by
students will be used in inter-team and intra-team class
competitions to be answered by other students and will
be included on the chapter test.

Rubric: Questions must:

1. Total ten.

2. Include reference to the sections or subtitles in the
chapter (when possible).

MND

Preparation and Time Required:
One week to develop the questions.
Have models ready in advance for
use with instruction on formulating
essay questions.

Analysis (Students/Teacher): Stu-

dents will need adequate prewriting
instruction before attempting this
task. This activity could be done in
cooperative groups with one or two
questions constructed per group to
shorten the time requirement.

111111111111111111111MINIIIMI

3. Be evenly distributed throughout the chapter.

4. Not require recall of minute detail.

5. Not require a sequential series answer.

6. Be open-ended.

7. Elicit organization of information from across the chap-

ter.

8. Require analysis and explanation of the information.

9. Refer to the main ideas of the chapter.

Evaluation Methods: These questions make up 60 per-
cent of the chapter test. They will also count for 90 points
in the daily point total for each student. The questions
developed by students will be used in inter-team and
intra-team class competition.
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Appalachia Educational Laboratory

Activity 2: Illustrating Speed and Acceleration

Objective: The learner will be able to illustrate speed and accelera-
tion in a lab setting.

Grade: 8

Other Levels: Adaptable for grades six and above.

Subject: Physical Science

Topic: Speed and Acceleration

Materials: (per lab group)
nylon string, 8 meters long paper and pencil
1 balloon, 9 inch diameter masking or scotch tape
1 meter stick 1 two-inch drinking straw
1 stop watch graph paper

Activity: After a study of speed and acceleration, stu-
dents are challenged to create their own illustration of the
speed and acceleration of a balloon, given only the direc-
tions below. All materials are provided for the lab in order
for the students to design and perform the lab in pairs.

Possible solution: Students should begin the lab by
threading the string through the straw and tieing one end
to a stationary object or holding both ends. The balloon
is blown up and its opening held closed (the same stu-
dent should blow up the balloon for each trial). The
balloon is taped to the straw with the opening held toward
the opposite direction of travel. When the balloon is re-
leased, tin straw moves along the string. Students meas-
ure the distance the balloon traveled and the time re-
quired to travel that distance. At least three trials are run
to collect and record data on the table. Calculations of
speed and acceleration are made after measurements
are taken.

Possible Data Table:

Trial Distance (meters) Time (seconds)
1

2
3

Directions:
1. Illustrate the speed and acceleration of a balloon.
2. Design the lab and write out directions as you work.
3. Develop a data table to record data from any trials

needed.
4. Develop a graph to illustrate the results.
5. Identify and describe the force that moves the bal-

loon.
6. Describe the force(s) that works against the balloon.
7. Hypothesize the action of the balloon: a) in a vac-

uum, b) in space, c) on a planet with twice the mass
of earth, d) on a planet with an atmosphere twice as
dense as earth.

Preparation and Time Required:
Gather and prepare all materials in
advance. Allow three days to a week
to complete all activities.

Analysis (Student/Teacher): Stu-
dents were very involved in racing
their balloons and calculating speed
and acceleration. Cooperative be-
havior should be taught in advance
of lab work.

11111111

8. Describe where, when, or how the balloon moves in
terms of inertia and Newton's First Law.

9. Explain where and how friction affects this experi-
ment. How would the type of materials used affect
the movement of the balloon?

Rubric: Lab assessment will be based on the following
criteria:
1. Lab techniquessetup, measurements, behavior,

effort, cooperation
2. Data collectioncomplete and measured in the proper

units
3. Calculationscorrect procedures and operations
4. Questions (above)answered as completely as pos-

sible and fully explained in sentence form
5. Graphingcomplete and correct
6. Illustrations and proceduresclear, concise, unique

Excellent All criteria met. Creates unique illustra-
tions and procedures and an imaginative solution. Un-
derstanding of the concepts of speed and acceleration is
clearly and concisely illustrated.

Satisfactory Illustrations and procedures are clear
for the concepts. There are some minor flaws in calcula-
tions and/or answers to questions are correct, but not
complete.

Passing . Illustrations and procedures are adequate
for the concepts. There are several flaws in calculations
and some lack of understanding of concept as evidenced
by answers to questions.

Needs Improvement - Very little effort, inaccurate
calculations, lack of understanding of the concepts.

Evaluation Methods: Students self-evaluate and peer-
evaluate as the lab is conducted using the rubric criteria.
The teacher does the final evaluation.
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Classroom Instruction Program

Activity 3: A Time-Line of Scientific Advancements and Historical Events

Objective: The learner will be able to demonstrate knowledge of
connections between scientific advancements and his-
torical events in other disciplines (political, economic, and
literary) through the use of a time-line.

Grade: 8-10

Subject: Science

Topic: Advancements in the field of science and other disci-
plines

Materials: poster board
paper
markers
butcher paper or other roll

Suggested references:
Jacob Bronowski
James Burke
Steven Gould
Jonathan Miller
Philip Morrison

paper

"The Ascent of Man"
"Connections"
"The Panda's Thumb"
"The Body in Question"
'The Line of Truth"

Activity:As an end-of-year group project and after re-
viewing the suggested references, students will construct
a time-line that demonstrates an understanding of the
interrelationships among scientific advancements and
other disciplines: political, economic, and literary. Sci-
ence events, data, and personalities should be included
and correlated with politico-econo-literary events and per-
sonalities. Links between concurrent events should be
included, e.g., stirrupiknights, penicillin/war, x-rays/medi-
cine. Cross-disciplinary links must be explicitly stated,
e.g., movable type led to the printing of books and a
subsequent knowledge explosion with easy access to
written information. Students will select the presentation
method. Suggestions include posters, traditional time-
lines, or narratives in paragraph form.

Preparation and Time Required:
Gather reference materials and pre-
pare models in advance. Allow one
grading period for research, presen-
tation of projects, and evaluation.

Analysis (Students/Teacher): Stu-
dents were able to make relevant
connections after dividing the cen-
tury into manageable chunks and
studying one decade at a time.

Rubric:
3 points = One event in each of the three content

areas for each decade of the given century is included.
Connections are clearly shown to scientific advancements
of each decade.

2 points . Appropriate events are described, but
connections to scientific advancements are weak and
unclear.

1 point= Events are shown, but connections are not.

0 points = Improper events are described and no
connections.

Evaluation Methods: Product/research report presenta-
tions to the class can be evaluated with the above scale
by peers and teachers, or presentations can be made to
a panel of teacher, student, and administrative represen-
tatives for feedback and evaluation.
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Appalachia Educational Laboratory

Objective:

Grade: 11-12

Subject: Physical science

Topic: Scientists

Materials: list of scientists
paper and pencil
construction paper or oak tag for cover
markers
reference materials
models

Activity 4: Life of a Scientist

The learner will be able to demonstrate an appreciation
for the value of the contributions of a scientist.

Activity: Students will choose a scientist from those stud-
ied and create a scrapbook of the events in his/her life.
The scrapbook will include a title page, a birth certificate,
a newspaper article, a letter, and a time-Lne (see rubric).
References should be cited.

Rubric: The scrapbook must contain the following items:

1. A title page including the name of the scientist, stu-
dent name, and class period. 10 points

2. A birth certificate. 20 points

3. A one-page newspaper article reporting and explain-
ing significant events in which your scientist was in-
volved. 20 points

Preparation and Time Required:
This is a nine-week project. Several
class periods are required for library
research. Gather reference materi-
als and models in advance.

Analysis (Students/teacher): When
first implemented, the rubric for this
assessment was not specific enough.
Students felt that just because they
completed a part of the assignment,
they deserved full credit regardless
of the neatness, originality, or effort.
This activity could be used in most
subjects by changing the list of per-
sons. Students were very positive
about the reoorts. Most students
received A's or B's and overall their
grades improved. Several turned
their projects in early and were very
proud of the finished products.

4. A one-page letter from the scientist to his/her teen-
ager giving advice on how to succeed in the world
today. 20 points

5. A time-line consisting of a chronological depiction of
important events in the scientist's life. 20 points

6. References in proper format. 10 points

Note: The number of points awarded for each of the
six components of the scrapbook will be affected by the
following criteria:

-neatness
-originality and creativity, uniqueness
-effort and productivity

Evaluation Methods: Projects were turned in for teacher
evaluation. Students could do a class presentation for
extra credit.
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Classroom Instruction Program

Activity 5: Complex Machine Design

Objective: The learner will be able to demonstrate knowledge of
complex machines by designing a complex machine us-
ing four simple machines.

Grade:

Subject:

Topic:

Materials:

8

Physical Science

Complex machines

paper and pencil
textbooks
ramp
stairs
levers
scissors

wheel on a wooden car
door knob
rope eight meters long
crank on overhead projector
tongs
measuring tape, metric units

Activity: After completing the questions and calcula-
tions using the formulas and knowledge gained from
chapter seven content on complex machines in class,
students will design a complex machine using four simple
machines.

Directions: Design a complex machine on paper using
at least four simple machines. Your machine should be
used to solve a problem and tc, perform a needed task or
activity. State your problem or goal. Avoid using screws
and wedges due to the friction involved. Identify the
simple machines within your complex machine. Calcu-
late the mechanical advantage of each of the simple
machines and the overall mechanical advantage of the
complex machine. Present your machine to the class
explaining use and practicality.

Rubric: The points are awarded for each level.

1. Proper measurement techniques and accuracy, met-
ric system used, correct units used, measurements
written correctly. - 20 points

Preparation and Time Require-
ments: Gather materials and mod-
els in advance. Students will need
two days to complete the in-school
investigations and one day for the
take-home project.

Analysis (Students/Teacher): Stu-
dents enjoyed working in pairs to
complete the in-school activities and
were able to peer evaluate during
the exercise.

2. Proper formulas used for the measurements
taken. - 15 points

3. Units are used when necessary. (workJouses)
10 points

4. Mathematical operations performed properly.
All work is shown. .15 points

5. Assignment is turned in on time and is as detailed as
possible. Machine must be explained for use and
practicality.. 20 points

6. Originality and creativity are evident in solving the
problem. - 20 points

Evaluation Methods: Students design their complex
machine at home using any resources they choose ex-
cept another person. The complex machine design is ex-
plained to the class. The teacher completes all evalu-
ation of products.
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Appalachia Educational Laboratory

Activity 6: Investigating Density

Objective: The learner will be able to demonstrate understanding of
lab procedures for density.

Grade: 10-12

Subject: General Chemistry

Topic: Density

Materials: graduated cylinder water
metric ruler balance
data table paper and pencils

Activity: This lab is conducted after a unit of study on
density. Students are to find the density of four items: a
block of wood, a cube of metal, an irregular solid (pebble),
an unknown liquid, and an object of their choice. Stu-

dents are given the above mentioned materials and must
turn in a data table and the work showing how they deter-
mined the density of each item. No other specific instruc-
tions are given. They :rust develop their own procedure
for conducting the lab work.

42

Preparation and Time Required:
One lab period. Gather materials in
advance.

Analysis (Student/Teacher): This
lab worked well to give students
experience in developing their own
procedure. At first they were disori-
ented, but as they made progress
their lab confidence improved. This
activity can be done in cooperative
groups with one product per group.

Rubric: 25 points each

1. The data table must be accurate according to density
formulas and materials measured.

2. Students must show their procedures. Valid proce-
dures are critical to this activity.

3. Conclusions must be logical and reasonable.

4) Students peer evaluate, then submit data table and
peer evaluation to the teacher. Points are awarded
for accurate peer evaluations.

Evaluation Methods: The data table is collected and
graded according to the accuracy of the information given
on density and the validity of the peer evaluations, proce-
dures, and conclusions.
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Classroom Instruction Program

Activity 7: Field Guide to Mollusks

Objective: The learner will be able to demonstrate knowledge of

mollusks by writing a field guide.

11

Biology

Mollusks

Grade:

Subject:

Topic:

Materials: reference materials textbooks

notes writing materials
Virginia Institute of Marine Science handouts
materials for constructing a booklet (oak tag, markers,
etc.)

Activity: This assessment should follow a unit of study
on mollusks. Students are given the instructions at the
beginning of the week-long unit in order to prepare for the
project. Reference was made during class lectures, film-
strip viewing, discussions, etc., to this project and how
class material could be applied to the project.

Directions: The Holt Publishing Company has
assigned you to write a field guide on mollusks. A
field guide is a small booklet that can be taken into the
environment to identify and give information on organ-

isms.

Rubric: The following information must be in your book-
let to be published (in other words, to pass):

Points

I. Number of species of mollusks and
general characteristics 10

II. A look at ancestral mollusks 5

Ill. Body: Parts and functions (snail and clam) 20

A. Color diagram of internal body of a snail and
clam

B. Describe digestion and locomotion (movement)
of each

C. Excretion

D. Respiration

E. Circulatory system

F. Reproduction and life cycle
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Preparation and Time Required:
The criteria and rubric took minimal
time to develop. This activity took a
week for the students to prepare.

Analysis (Students/Teacher): I

would definitely do this project again
because the students liked it and they
learned much about mollusks in the
process.

Points

IV. Classes 10

A. Gastropods
1. Torsion
2. Without shells
3. Examples

a. Local
b. Global

B. Bivalves 10

1. Adaptation to a sedentary lifestyle
2. Examples 10

a. Local
b. Global

C. Polyplacophora 8

1. Common name and habitat
2. Adaptation to habitat
3. Example

D. Scaphopoda 7

1. Common name
2. Example

E. Cephalopoda 10

1. Extraordinary characteristics
2. Locomotion
3. Four examples

V. Shells 10

A. What organ forms a shell?
B. Name the three layers and characteristics of

each.
C. Diagram

1. Gastropod
2. Bivalve

D. How are pearls formed?

Si
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Points

VI. Mankind's relationship with the phylum
Molluska
A. Describe two harmful mollusks.
B. Describe at least four mollusks used

for food.
C. Name two more beneficial mollusks that

are not used for food.
VII. Extra credit

A. Tips on shell collecting
B. Mollusk defense systems
C. Extinction of the Bay Oysters (paragraph)

10

The report must be typed or neatly handwritten on
typing paper.

Points will be deducted for work that is not neat. All
examples must include brief descriptions of the mollusk
and its habitats and some interesting facts. Pictures
must be in color. Information must be accurate.

Evaluation Methods: Criteria for evaluation of projects
includes:
1. Accuracy of information

2. Spelling

3. Neatness

4. Detail of description

5. Information and habitat included in examples

6. Pictures (color, detail, accuracy)

7. Extra effort (extra information, attractiveness, creativ-

ity)
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Objective:

Grade:

Subject:

Topic:

Materials:

Activity 8: A Coral Reef Brochure

The learner will be able to demonstrate understanding of
a coral reef and its inhabitants.

11

Biology 1

Coral reef

11" x 17" paper
markers, etc., for constructing a brochure
reference materials
videotape, "AustraliaThe Great Barrier Reef"

Activity: After studying a unit on coral reef life and watch-
ing a videotape entitled "AustraliaThe Great Barrier
Reef", the following assignment is given to students:

The Australian Board of Tourism has hired you to
design and produce a tri-fold brochure on Australia's
Great Barrier Reef to attract more visitors to the area.
You will use your knowledge of a coral reef and its
inhabitants to design the Great Barrier Reef brochure.

Rubric: The brochure must be in color on a tri-folded
sheet of 11 x 17 paper. The brochure should include
pictures of the area and/or organisms found in the coral
reef (hand drawn, cut from map, computer generated,
etc.). There must be a caption written for each picture
and a paragraph to entice visitors. Quotes from the vide-
otape must be included.

Preparation and Time Required:
Allow up to a week to construct the
brochure, depending on how much
detail is required. One day or more
is needed for presentation, depend-
ing on the number of students.
Gather materials in advance.

Analysis (Students/Teacher): This
was a fun project for the students. It

was very easy to write the instruc-
tions and rubric. The projects were
easy to grade and proved to be an
excellent way to show the relation-
ship between the video and the ma-
terial studied in class on life in a
coral reef.

Brochure Criteria
Color
Neatness
Accuracy
Use of quotes

Points
10

10

10

10

Coral reef information 20

Pictures and Captions 20

Cover 10

(title, your name; attractive, eye appealing
"attention grabber")

Creativity 10

Presentation Criteria
Useful information
Accurate content
Organization
Creativity
Audience awareness
Eye contact
Voice projection

Points
20
20
1')

10

10

10

10

Evaluation Methods: Students present to the class for
peer and teacher evaluation using the above criteria.
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Secondary Mathematics Assessments

Activity 1: Polygon Construction

Objective: The learner will be able to construct models of seven
different types of polygons.

Grade: 7-10

Levels: This activity was also used with learning disabled stu-
dents. The hands-on approach facilitated their learning.

Subject: Mathematics

Topic: Polygons

Materials: Cuisenaire rods
strips of yard
string

popsicle sticks
textbooks
teacher's drawing

Activity: Students use the textbook and the teacher's
drawings on the board to review the different types of
polygons (rectangles, triangles, parallelograms, etc.) that
have been discussed and found in architecture, maga-
zines, newspapers, and books. The students then de-
vise a rubric that the class "Judging Team" would use to
assess the models. Each student builds models of seven
polygons. Finally a group of students serve as the "Judg-
ing Team" to evaluate models against the rubric. The
"builders" communicate an explanation of their models
using terminology from the lesson. The judging team
assesses each student's performance based on the fol-
lowing:

1. Seven different types of polygons are to be repre-
sented.

2. Parallel lines are placed correctly in the models.

3. Acute, right, and obtuse angles are shown correctly.

4. "Builders" explain the polygons, lines, and angles
using correct terminology.

Preparation and Time Required:
Gather example models and materi-
als in advance of the lesson. Allow
one week for instruction/review, build-
ing, and judging of presentations.

Analysis (Students/Teacher): Stu-
dents learned from constructing the
rubric and judging. This activity lends
itself to cooperative group work.

Rubric:
Distinguished Completes all models of polygons and
communicates clearly the components with correct termi-
nology; oral or narrative presentation is engaging and in-
formative; offers generalizations to other applications (e.g.,
polygons in architecture of the school).

Proficient Completes most components of the seven
polygons and communicates the four objectives clearly;
major concepts of the polygons are communicated with
some missing/misunderstood information.

Apprentice Completes some components of the four
objectives; oral/narrative presentation is clear; gaps in
knowledge/understanding are apparent; some reteach-
ing required.

Novice Minimal understanding of polygons is shown;
communication is unclear or incorrect; objectives are not
met; reteaching required.

Evaluation Methods: The judging team evaluated each
performance with teacher guidance.
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Activity 2: Science, Technology, and Society Project

Objective: The learner will be able to research an interdisciplinary
problem (initiated in science class and involving mathe-
matics and computer applications) by obtaining raw or
published data for inductive analysis.

Grade:

Subjects:

Tupic:

Materials:

10

Mathematics, science, computer applications

Societal problem, global scale

research materials
computers and spreadsheets
paper and pencils
graph paper

Activity:
Students are to choose an interdisciplinary global

problem to study and offer a solution for. The project is
initiated in science class with computer applications and
math teachers assisting students and evaluating the prod-
uct. Such topics as global warming, acid rain, and AIDS
may be chosen. Students must obtain either raw or
published data and samples on their subject, compile the
data, conduct an inductive analysis, and display the find-
ings by presenting the data and analysis.

Rubric: The following is the assessment scale for the
math portion of this science, technology and society
project. Points are earned as follows for all three sec-
tions:

A 10 points
B 9 points
C 8 points
D - 7 points
E 0 points

I. Data collection
A. Data collected were sufficient to fully support

the report's purpose.
B. Data collected were sufficient to support the re-

port's purpose, but minor omissions were noted.
C. Data collected supported the report's purpose

Virginia Education Association & AEL October 1992

Preparation and Time Required:
Students prepared for the project
during the second semester after
research, statistics, and computer
skills had been taught during first
semester.

Analysis (Students/Teachers): This
project could be done in cooperative
groups with one product per group.
The project can be evaluated with a
rubric for science and for computer
science, as well as for mathematics.

but more data was needed to prevent errors in
the conclusions drawn.

D. Quality/amount of data was questionable mak-
ing reliable conclusions virtually impossible.

E. No data was collected.

Spreadsheet
A Spreadsheet was thorough and data were

presented in a clear, organized, and understand-
able manner. Calculations accurately supported
the report's purpose.

B. Spreadsheet was thorough but took some study
to understand. Calculations were accurate, and
ali major items were present.

C. Spreadsheet had some essential items missing,
but generally valid conclusions could be drawn
from calculations made.

D. Spreadsheet had major items/calculations miss-
ing which could adversely affect the validity/
thoroughness of the report's conclusions.

E. Spreadsheet was either missing or completely
ineffective in making an analysis of the data.

Descriptive statistics
A. Graphs drawn were appropriate, thorough, eas-

ily read, and fully supported the report's pur-
pose.

r
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B. Graphs drawn were appropriate, thorough, but I.

had minor omissions. They fully supported the
report's purpose.

C. Graphs drawn were not appropriate in all in-
stances. They lacked some thoroughness.
Some did not support the report's purpose.

D. Graphs were difficult to read.
E. Graphs did not support the report's purpose.

IV. Frequency distribution
A. Frequency distributions were accurately pre-

sented. Comparisons were presented with box
plots as appropriate.

B. Frequency distributions were appropriately pre-
sented with minor omissions.

C. Frequency distributions were presented with
inaccuracies and/or b plots were omitted when
they could have enhanced the report.

D. Frequency distributions presented were difficult
to read and/or understand.

E. Frequency distributions were omitted when their
presence could have enhanced the report and
helped achieve its purpose.

V. Conclusions
A. Conclusions were thorough and accurate based

on the evidence presented.
B. Conclusions were generally thorough and accu-

rate.
C. Conclusions were somewhat speculative and

did not in all instances reflect the evidence.
D. Conclusions were primarily speculative in na-

ture and did not accurately reflect the evidence.
E. Conclusions were not provided.

VI. Inductive analysis
A. Inductive analysis was thorough, complete, and

at..curately reflected the data provided.
B. Inductive analysis was generally thorough and

complete. Some minor items were omitted.
C. Some major inaccuracies were evident in the

inductive analysis.
D. Inductive analysis was not appropriate to the

situation.
E. An inductive analysis was not made and/or pre-

sented.

The following is the assessment scale for the sci-
ence portion of this science, technology, and society
project.

IV.
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Statement of the problem
A. Problem was stated in a clear and concise man-

ner.
B. Problem lacked some clarity but was sufficiently

focused.
C. Problem statement was somewhat vague and/

or wordy. It was somewhat difficult to determine
the real purpose of the study.

D. Problem statement was vague to the point of
being ambiguous.

E. The problem statement could not be understood
or could not be found in the report.

Political/economic/social analysis of the problem
A. Competing interests were clearly stated and

explained in a thorough manner. Subjects were
well supported.

B. Competing interests were clearly stated, but
support material was lacking in some instances.

C. Competing interests lack some clarity and/or
support material was lacking in some instances.

D. Competing interests were vague and/or support
material was lacking.

E. Competing interest discussions were confusing
and did not support the report's purpose or there
was little or no discussion.

Science of the problem
A. The scientific explanation of the problem was

clear and well supported with diagrams, data,
graphs, and mathematical formulae.

B. The scientific explanation of the problem was
clear. Support material was not as thorough as
could be expected and/or some essential dia-
grams, data, graphs, or mathematical formulae
were missing.

C. The scientific explanation lacked clarity and some
support material was missing.

D. The scientific explanation was vague and ade-
quate support was missing.

E. The scientific explanation was very confusing
and did not support the report's purpose, or a
scientific explanation could not be found in the
report.

Alternative solutions
A. Alternative solutions were clear, thorough, and

well supported by the background material and
data in the report.

B. Alternative solutions were clear and thorough,
but more support, data, and/or background ma-

and Science: Moving Toward a Moving Target
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terial could have enhanced the report.
C. Alternative solutions were not supported in all

instances.
0. Some obvious alternative solutions were miss-

ing and/or some essential support material was
missing.

E. Alternatives lacked clarity, and thoroughness and
adequate support were missing or a discussion
of alternative solutions could not be found in the

report.

V. Recommended solution
A. The recommended solution was supported by

the evidence presented and action agencies
were thoroughly presented and clearly stated.

B. The recommended solution was supported by
the evidence, but action agencies were not pre-
sented in every instance.

C. The recommended solution was not supported
by the evidence in every instance.

D. The recommended solution was somewhat am-
biguous and not clearly supported.

E. The recommended solution could not be found
in the report.

The following is the assessment scale for the com-
puter applications portion of the science, technology,
and society project.

I. Title page
A. Title page reflected originality and creativity. The

reader's attention and interest were immediately
focused on the subject. The title of the project,
the group's name, and the individual members'
names were clearly visible.

B. Title page reflected creativity. The title of the
project, the group's name, and the individual
members' names were clearly visible.

C. Title page reflected some creative thought. The
other basic requirements were clearly visible.

D. Title page reflected very little creative thought IV.

and/or some of the basic requirements were
missing.

E. Title page contained inadequate information and
no illustration or no title page was used.

II. Spreadsheet and/or data base
A. Spreadsheet or data base was used to compile

the data. Data were well organized and titles
were used to identify the data in an easily un-

derstood manner. Calculations were thorough,
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accurate, and appropriate.
B. Spreadsheet or data base was used to compile

the data. Data were well organized and titles
were used to identify the data in an easily un-
derstood manner. Calculations were thorough,
accurate, and appropriate for the most part. A
few minor errors were noted.

C. Spreadsheet or data base was used to compile
the data. Data were organized and titles were
used to identify the data. Calculations were
thorough, accurate, and appropriate for the most
part. Some errors were noted that could affect
the conclusions in an adverse manner.

D. Spreadsheet or data base was used to compile
the data. Data lacked organization and/or titles
were missing in some instances making it diffi-

cult to accurately read the data. Errors of impor-
tance were noted in the report affecting the con-

clusion.
E. Data were not compiled using a spreadsheet or

data base.

Word processing
A. Word processing was neat and well formatted.

Graphs and other diagrams supported and illus-
trated the report in a well organized fashion.
The report reflected professional work standards
for style.

B. Word processing was neat with minor errors in
formatting. Graphs and diagrams supported the
report in an organized manner.

C. Word processing reflected several errors in for-
mat, organization, and/or style.

D. Word processing reflected many errors in for-
mat, organization, and/or style that detracted
from the overall impression of the report.
E. Word processing reflected careless work, was
not used to write this report, or the report was il-
legible.

Oral presentation
A. The computer was used to assist the speaker

during the presentOon. Appropriate graphs and
information were presented in an efficient and
effective manner. Outlines of main points, tables,
graphs, and other information were used by the
presenter with the computer.

B. The computer was used to assist the speaker
during the presentation. Appropriate graphs
and other information were presented in an effi-
cient and effective manner. Outlines of main
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points, tables, graphs, and other information were
used by the presenter with the computer. Only
minor discrepancies were noted.

C. The computer was used to assist the speaker
during the presentation. Appropriate graphs and
information were presented in an efficient man-
ner; however, the team did not use the com-
puter to its fullest capacity to enhance the re-

port.
D. The computer received minimal use during the

presentation.
E. The computer was not used to assist the speaker.

V. Art work and/or graphics
A. Graphics and/or art work reflected creativity and

significantly enhanced the clarity and effective-

ness of the report. The use of graphics contrib-
uted to the visual appeal of the presentation
while supporting the report.

B. Graphics and/or art work reflected creativity and
significantly enhanced the effectiveness of the
report.

C. Effective use of graphics and/or art work were
reflected in this report.

D. There was little use of graphics and/or art work
in the report.

E. There was no use of graphics and/or art work in
the report.

Evaluation Methods: Student presentations of data,
analysis, spreadsheet, descriptive statistics, frequency
distribution, and conclusions were evaluated by a panel
of science, math, and computer instructors.
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Activity 3: Percentage Applications

Objective: The learner will be able to illustrate percentage rate of
interest, total and part in percentage application prob-
lems using data from the newspaper.

Grade: 8

Other Levels: Applicable to high school levels

Subject: Mathematics

Topic: Percentages

Materials: newspapers, paper, pencil, assessment grid

Activity: Students select data from sections of the news-
paper to illustrate percentage rate, total and part in per-
centage application problems. Students make a booklet
of data sources, leaving space to write and solve original
percent application problems that require finding each of
the three parts of the percentage equation (see criteria
grid below). The rubric provides a self, peer, and instruc-
tor assessment grid to be completed. This assessment
allows students to demonstrate their understanding of
the wide variety of percentage applications and their use
of percentage as a problem-solving strategy.

Preparation and Time Required:
Prepare the criteria and grids in ad-
vance. Allow time for writing prob-
lems and for checking, proofreading,
and evaluating. By requiring that
students complete a booklet of prob-
lems (each derived from a different
section of the newspaper) the activ-
ity can reasonably require one or two
weeks of instructional time.

Analysis (Student/Teacher): This is
a good example of pear and self-
evaluation for immediate feedback
and improvement.

Rubric: Criteria Grid
= Mastery

Student Peer Teacher
1. Writes application problem.

2. Identifies unknown.

3. Translates to mathematical statement.

4. Writes equation using _% of is

5. Solves mathematical statement correctly.

6. Uses mathematical terms correctly.

7. Checks for accuracy and reasonableness.

8. Writes solution in complete sentence.

Evaluation Methods: Student checks off the grid to self
assess, makes corrections, then shares the problem with
a peer to evaluate. The teacher checks off the grid as a
final evaluation. Points could be assigned to the criteria
on the grid and equated with a grade, if necessary.
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Activity 4: Lucky Seven

Objective: The learner will be able to determine the probability of
randomly generating numbers between two and twelve
using a pair of dice.

Grade: 8

Other Levels: Adaptable to any level.

Subject:

Topic:

Materials:

Mathematics

Probability

one pair of dice for every two students, paper, pencils

Activity: Students take turns rolling a pair of dice until
they roll seven. After the first roll (if it is not a seven), the
students ask each other to predict the probability of roll-
ing the same number again before rolling a seven. Each
student keeps a tally of all numbers rolled and the num-
ber of correct predictions made. Tallies are compared
within the class to determine if the likelihood of rolling any
number can be accurately predicted. Students will write
their interpretation of the principle of probability and

apply it to a probability situation of their choice, such as
flipping a coin, then present the results of their experi-
mentation and compare them to the dice rolling.

52

Rubric:
4 points
3 points
2 points
1 point

Preparation and Time Required:
Gather materials in advance. One
class period to experiment with the
activity, one period to work toward
making more accurate predictions,
and another class period to compare
results and present to the
class.

Analysis (Student/Teacher): Stu-
dents were excited about this exer-
cise and gained a great deal of knowl-
edge about probability. No matter
how good students thought they were
at rolling certain numbers, the proba-
bility of rolling a seven proved to be
greater than any other number when
class tallies for rolling numbers were
compared. The level of student in-
volvement for this activity was very
high.

= 15-24 correct predictions
= 10-14 correct predictions
= 5-9 correct predictions
= 0-4 correct predictions

Points are also earned for presenting
sults and submitting an interpretation of
probability.

Evaluation Methods: Students should
prove their ability to make predictions
collection and observation.

comparison re-
the principle of

be able to im-
based on data
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Objective:

Activity 5: Creating a Word Problem

The learner will be able to demonstrate understanding of
problem-solving strategies in mathematics by creating,
illustrating, and solving a word problem.

Grade: 8-12

Other Levels: This activity can be used at any level with appropriate
vocabulary.

Subject: Mathematics

Topic: Problem-solving

Materials: poster board
markers
construction paper
other art supplies as needed

Activity: Students are to create a word problem based
on an issue of concern to the student or from current
events, design a poster that illustrates the problem and
its solution, and present the project and solution to the
class.

Rubric: Presentations will be evaluated on content,
communication, and format according to the following
rating scales and criteria.

1. Content scale
A. In -depth understanding of concept, calculations

are accurate and show all steps sequentially,
problem clearly extends beyond scope of class
examples.

B. Thorough work, clear understanding of concept,
calculations are accurate but some steps miss-
ing, problem patterned after class examples.

C. Satisfactory work, minor inaccuracies in arith-
metic calculations, problem mimics class ex-
amples closely.

D. Problem attempted, shows little or no under-
standing of concept; portrays irrelevant ideas,
major miscalculations or inaccuracies; elemen-
tary level problem (purely arithmetical or direct
formula substitution).
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Preparation and Time Required:
Gather materials and models in ad-
vance. Project is done outside of
class. Students need one week to
prepare projects and presentation
time in class.

Analysis (Students/Teacher): Stu-
dents enjoyed creating a product to
illustrate their word problems. The
project was very effective for rein-
forcement of the concept. Coopera-
tive groups could critique each other's
work.

II. Communication scale
A. Presentation is original, dynamic, clever; goes

beyond minimal requirements; evidence of con-
siderable thought, effort, and time spent.

B. Presentation is effective, clear, and organized;
evidence of effort and time spent.

C. Communicates successfully; sufficient but no
elaborations; evidence of some effort and time
spent.

D. Minimally meets criteria; sloppy appearance; little
effort or time spent evident.

III. Format/Mechanics criteria
A. Meets minimum size requirement (10" x 14").
B. Illustration appropriate to poster size or, if col-

lage, covers entire surface area.
C. Color use appropriate to theme, not just decora-

tive.
D. Neatly presented (lettering, illustrations, pictures

cut out and attached, etc.).
E. Page layout pleasing to the eye.
F. Correct grammar and spelling.

Evaluation Methods: Presentations are assigned points
based on the rubric scales and criteria for a final evalu-
ation.

p
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Activity 6: Constructing a Relay Network

Objective: The learner will be able to construct a map and graph of a
relay network to illustrate algorithms.

Grade: 11-12

Subject: Mathematics

Topic: Algorithms, mapping

Materials: poster board encyclopedia
markers atlas
other construction materials as needed

Activity: The student is to determine which method provides the mini-
mum cost solution for providing a relay network between cities and then
explain the solution to the class. The student will select a state whose
major cities will provide the vertices of a relay network. Using an encyclo-
pedia, atlas, etc., the student will locate the five or six cities with the
largest populations and record the road mileage between those cities.
On a poster, the student will draw the state and locate the cities. A
complete graph will be drawn with the cities as vertices. The edges will

Preparation and Time Required:
Students need two weeks outside
class to complete the project. One
day in class is needed to complete
oral presentations. Twenty minutes
of class time is required for peer
evaluation of projects.

Analysis (Students/Teacher):
This activity was used in Advanced
Topics in Contemporary Mathemat-
ics, a discrete mathematics course.

be weighted with the mileage between cities. The stu- student completing the evaluation to motivate careful
dent will then find the cost of providing a relay network work.
between the cities using the road distances as costs.
The cost must be determined and illustrated on the poster The following is a form for peer 'evaluation.
using 1) nearest neighbor, 2) sorted edges, and 3) Project belongs to
Kruskal's algorithm. A brief presentation of findings will
be made to the class and each student will complete a Evaluated by
written peer evaluation of one project.

Rubric: Projects and presentations are evaluated on the
following criteria.
1. State, cities, and complete graph accurately

drawn.
2. Algorithms accurately illustrated and

calculated to illustrate the most cost
effective solution.

3. Neatness, creativity, use of color.
4. Clarity, organization, and originality of

presentation.

25 points

45 points
15 points

15 points

Methods of Evaluation: The teacher evaluated each
student's work and each student evaluated one other
project. The peer evaluation counted as a quiz for the
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For each item award 1 if the criteria is met and 0 if it is
not.

1. Poster meets size requirement (16"x 20").
2. Map includes five or six cities.
3. Complete graph is drawn including cities as

vertices and edges weighted with mileage.
4. Each algorithm is accurately illustrated and

calculated by:
a. nearest neighbor
b. sorted edges
c. Kruskal's algorithm

5. Minimum cost solution is clearly stated.
6. Presentation is neat, creative, and colorful.
7. Presentation is organized, original, and clearly

communicated.
8. Points for accurately evaluating another project

are awarded by the teacher.

Alternative Assessments in Math and Science: Moving Toward a Moving Target
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Activity 7: Scale Designs

Objective: The learner will be able to design a house plan or free

standing sculpture and draw them to scale.

Grade: 10

Subject: Mathematics

Topic: Geometry

Materials: paper and pencils graph paper

house plans descriptions of outdoor sculptures

Activity: After completing scale drawings of local sculp-
tures and determining the scale factor for sample house

plans. students will design a free standing sculpture or
draw a home to scale.

1 You are an artist commissioned to design afros stand-
ing sculpture for a building in our community, such as
WBHS, the Dominion Tower, etc. Draw a scale draw-
ing of your creation using one-fourth inch equals one
foot. Name the piece and name the building for which
it was designed. Also name your commission price.

2. You are designing your own home. Show the house

plans for the first floor of this 25' by 40' home. Use the
scale one-fourth inch equals one foot. Be sure to
include doorways, windows, kitchen sink, refrigerator
placement, bathroom facilities, etc. Estimate a cost to

construct your plan.

Prsparation and Time Required:
Class time is needed for discussion
of sculptures and house plans prior
to this activity. Gather materials, ref-
erences, and representative models
in advance. Students need one week
to prepare and present projects.

Analysis (Students/Teacher): Stu-
dents need information about local
sculptures. The public library or lo-
cal art league can provide resources.
Newspapers publish house plans
without scales. Students can meas-
ure a room side and set up a propor-
tion to determine a scale.

Rubric:
1. Sculpture Points:

a. Name included 1

b. Location designated 1

c. Commission price included 1

d. Drawing is creative 2

e. Con sct scale used 2

f. Neatness 2

g. Appropriate size in relation to building 1

h. Creativity 1

i. Visual interest 1

2. House plan
a. Estimated cost 1

b. Correct scale used 2

3. Includes necessities (bathroom, kitchen, etc.) 2

4. Neatness 2

5. Creative, personalized, details added 1

6. Fuel efficiency 2

7. Convenience of lay out 2

Evaluation Methods: Students present their original
project to the class and are evaluated by the above
rubric.
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Activity 8: Algebraic Alphabet

Objective: The learner will be able to demonstrate knowledge of a
range of algebraic terms.

Grade: 10

Subject: Mathematics

Topic: Algebra

Materials: paper and pencils
markers and other materials desired for illustration

Activity:After study of selected vocabulary, the students
will create an alphabet book and use it to explain "alpha-
bet soup" algebra terms to younger students.

1. One page per letter of the alphabet
2. Algebraic term for the letter
3. Correct definition of the term
4. Illustration, diagram, or example of the term
5. Use creativity and imagination to compile the book.
6. Use color in the format and ensure that work is neatly

done.
7. Prepare a brief oral presentation for the class as well

as for a younger student.

Rubric:
Maximum

Points Points

1. Correct definition 1 26

2. Accurate illustration, diagram, or
example 1 26

3. Creativity 1 26

4. Format .5 12

a. Color
b. Front cover
c. Back cover
d. Binding
e. Pleasing to the eye
f. Well organized

IMME111=11111111111111MINIM

Preparation and Time Required:
Construct the evaluation chart and
gather materials and models in ad-
vance. Students need a week to
construct the project and a day to
present.

Analysis (Students/Teacher): This
format can be used to review any
content area vocabulary. The stu-
dents enjoyed sharing their wild crea-
tions.

Maximum
Points Points

Consistent presentation theme
h. Neatly presented
i. Evidence of time and effort
j. Use of pictures or illustrations
k. Original definitions, not copied

from the glossary
I. Choice of terms and examples

are helpful for exam study.
5. Oral presentation 10

Evaluation Methods: The teacher uses a project evalu-
ation form for each student to score each page of the
book and the presentation. Columns are used for the
headings below. The presentation score is added to the
bottom and totals are figured down and across.

Sample Alphabet Book Project Evaluation
Letter Def. Example Creativity Format Comments

A
B

Totals
Presentation
Total Points
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APPENDIX A
ARTICLE OF INVITATION TO MEMBERSHIP IN THE

VIRGINIA STUDY GROUP

Teachers Sought to Study Future Course of Assessment

VEAalong with NEA and the State Depart-
ment of Education and the Appalachia Educational
Laboratoryis offering an opportunity to a select
few teachers to help determine alternative forms of
assessment.

If you answer "yes" to most of the following,
call or write the VEA Instruction and Professional
Development department of instruction for an ap-
plication form.

I teach science or mathematics either full- or
part-time.

I teach in elementary, middle, or high school.

I like to write.

I know/have used/want to learn about
alternative forms of assessment like
performance, portfolio, or projects.

I have a friend in my building who meets the
first four criteria and who would like to work
with me on a project.

VEA News, Vol. 32, No. 2, October 1991.

My friend and I would like to participate in a
two-year project to learn about alternative forms
of assessment, to try out some examples in our
math or science classrooms, to keep a record of
what happens, and to teach some of our
colleagues what we have learned.

Our school division would support our
participation with six days of professional leave
between January and June, 1992.

We would be able to meet three times between
January and June with the full project team.

The association is seeking ten pairs of teachers
(who both teach in the same building). The four
sponsoring agencies will provide training in alter-
native assessment, help participants with implem-
entation, and produce a report documenting the
results of the project.

30.

Applications are requested prior to November
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APPENDIX B
STUDY GROUP MEMBER APPLICATION FORM

VEA-AEL-NEA-VDE Project on Alternative Assessment

The Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL),
the Virginia Department of Education (VDE), and
the National Education Association (NEA) are join-
ing the Virginia Education Association (VEA) in a
collaborative project to enable classroom teachers
to develop, implement and disseminate their find-
ings on alternative forms of assessment in science
and mathematics.

Rationale. As it reconceptualizes K-12 educa-
tion, the Virginia Board of Education is studying
the issue of new assessment tools to measure stu-
dent outcomes. While acknowledging that there is
some utility to information derived from standard-
ized, norm-referenced, multiple-choice tests, the
Board has indicated its interest in other forms of
assessment that yield more fruitful information
about what students know and are able to do.

Because assessment results are used to make
important decisions about students and schools,
the information provided ought, to the greatest ex-
tent possible, to give direct evidence of actual per-
formance. Alternative forms of assessment have
the potential to provide better evidence of student
performance.

The National Commission on Testing and Pub-
lic Policy in its report, From Gatekeeper to Gateway:
Transforming Testing in America, suggests that stu-
dents should "'supply answers, perform acts, dem-
onstrate skills, create products, and supply portfo-
lios" so that there are multiple sources of informa-
tion upon which to base important decisions. This
project is designed to explore these forms of assess-
ment, especially performance, portfolios, and proj-
ects.

64

Questions. The following questions will guide
the project:

What alternative forms of assessment are best
suited to instruction and how are they best
implemented?

What effect, if any, do alternative forms of
assessment have on student achievement,
student attitude, instructional practice, teacher
efficacy, and teacher working conditions?

What staff development activities are effective
in enabling teachers to address assessment
issues?

Participants. Ten pairs of teacherseach pair
from the same schoolwill comprise the project
group. The following criteria describe the kind of
participants for whom the project is designed:

teach science or mathematics either full- or part-
time;

teach in elementary, middle, or high school;

like to write;

know/have used/want to learn about
alternative forms of assessment like
performance, portfolio, or projects;

have a colleague in the same school who meets
the first 4 criteria and who would like to work
on a project together;

Alternative Assessments in Math and Science: Moving Toward a Moving Target
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would like to participate in a two-year project
to learn about alternative forms of assessment,
field test several methods, keep a record of the
change process, and teach some colleagues what
was learned; and

have a school division that would support
participation with six days of professional leave
for each partner between January and June 1992.

Activities. There will be three meetings of the
study group between January and June 1992. Here
is a synopsis of each meeting's program:

January 13-15: Outline project parameters and
outcomes, review research, train and assist with
skill practice in various alternative assessment meth-
ods, preparation for field testing strategies.

February 28: Assess progress, answer ques-
tions and concerns, refine practice, outline remain-
ing tasks of the spring project.

May 4-5: Orient to data analysis and develop-
ment 4 sections of report, begin writing tasks.

There will be another meeting in late summer

to complete the report, refine practice, and plan the
second year's activities.

Products. This two-year collaborative project
will result in a 20-member "vanguard" of experts
able to use and teach colleagues about alternative
forms of assessment from early childhood to ado-
lescent education. They will be available to pro-
vide staff development through association, local
school division, AEL, and Department of Educa-
tion events.

The interim publication, to be completed after
the first year, will include implementation case stud-
ies that outline the approaches used and results
achieved. With participant journals as their sources,
these case studies will "tell the stories," giving highs
and lows, dos and don'ts, obstacles and opportuni-
ties, cautions and commendations.

In the second year a series of videotapes will
document what study group participants devel-
oped, how the assessment methods worked with
students, and what happened when they shared
their learnings with other teachers.

An evaluation report at the end of the two-year
project will summarize what was learned about
developing, implementing, and disseminating in-
formation about alternative assessment methods.
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VEA-AEL-NEA-VDE Alternative Assessment Study Group

Member Application Form

Send this completed application with that of
your partner to Alternative Assessment Study
Group, VEA, 116 S. 3rd St., Richmond, VA 23219 no
later than December 2, 1991.

Name

Home Address

Home Phone

School Name

School Address

Local Association

Teaching Position and Subject

VEA Membership Type

Partner's Name

Principal's Name

Principal's Signature (indicating support for the
pair's participation in the first year of the study
group project through the provision of six days of
professional leave between January and June, 1992
for meeting/training attendance)

Answer the following questions on a separate sheet
and attach to this page.

1. Study group members will receive training on
a variety of alternative assessment measures.
Each will be asked to field test and monitor
progress of one or two strategies with their
math or science students. Please describe any
experience you have with alternative assessment

measures like performance, portfolios, or
projects.

2. In the first year project participation will involve
(with the assistance of VEA, AEL, and VDE
staff) reviewing research, field testing
alternative assessmert methods, analyzing data,
developing sections of a report, and peer editing
the publication. Writing will be a major study
group activity. Please describe your writing
experience. Include specific information about
publications, workshops, and/or courses, if
applicable. Attach a sample of your writing to
this application.

3. Study group members will work in pairs at
their schools to observe and be observed
implementing these measures. Giving and
accepting feedback will be important to each
member, student, and project success. What
experiences have prepared you to be a partner
in this action research project?

4. Please respond "yes" or "no" to the left of the
following descriptors of project members.

I teach science or mathematics full- or part-
time,

I teach in elementary, middle, or high school,

I like to write,

I know, have used, and/or want to learn more
about alternative forms of assessment such as
portfolios, performances, or projects,

I have identified a colleague in my school who
is willing to work with me as a study group
member pair,

I can secure six days of professional leave for
training and meeting participation between
January and June 1992.

Applications and writing samples are due to
VEA no later than December 2, 1991. Please send to
Alternative Assessment Project, VEA, 116 S. 3rd St.,
Richmond, VA 23219.
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APPENDIX C

GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT

Alternative Assessment (also known as "authentic

assessment" or "performance-based
assessment ")items or tasks that require
students to apply knowledge in real-world

situations

Benchmarka sample of work that illustrates a
category or score on a scoring rubric

Criteriathe aspects of a performance that should

be considered in evaluating that performance

Holistic Scoringa scoring process in which a score

is based on an overall impression of a finished

product compared to an agreed-upon standard

with specific completion criteria for that task.
Essential to holistic scoring is how all traits are

interwoven to produce the final product.

Open-response Itemsitems requiring short
written answers versus one-word, multiple
choice, true/false, etc.

Performance Event (or performance task)
assessment task that requires students to apply

what they have learned

Personal Communicationconference or interview

by one or more persons with a student to assess

the level of knowledge or skill attainment

Portfolioa representative collection of a student's

work over time, including some evidence that

the student has evaluated the quality of his or

her own work

Problem Solvingthe integration of creative and

critical thinking processes with communication
and study skills in order to develop an effective

solution

Producta -)hysical representation of the
application of knowledge or skills to

demonstrate competency according to
established standards

Real-world Problemsmeaningful applications of

skills within actual or simulated events that
may occur in life experiences

Rubrica set of scoring guidelines that can be used

to evaluate students' work, usually with

benchmarks illustrating levels of competency

Kentucky Department of Education. (1992, August). Glossary: Do you speak 'assessment'? EdNews

32(6). p. 5-12.
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APPENDIX D

CRITERIA FOR QUALITY ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT

Consequences
Does the tool have positive consequences,
or are there unintended effects such as nar-
rowing of curriculum, adverse effects on
disadvantaged students, etc?

Fairness
Does the tool consider fairly the cultural
background of those students taking the
test? Have all students had equal opportu-
nity to learn the complex thinking and prob-
lem-solving skills which are the targets of
these new assessments?

Transfer and Generalizability
Are the results reliable across raters and
consistent in meaning across locales? Do
results from a partial range of knowledge
(e.g., narrative or imaginative writing) give
information about the whole domain of
knowledge (e.g., writing)?
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Cognitive Complexity
Does the tool actually assess higher-level
thinking skills?

Content Quality
Does the tool reflect and draw on critical,
enduring aspects of content?

Content Coverage
Do the assessment tasks represent the big
ideas of a full, integrated curriculum?

Meaningfulness
Does the tool engage students in meaning-
ful problems, resulting in worthwhile edu-
cational experiences and greater motiva-
tion for performance?

Cosi and Efficiency
Has sufficient attention been given to effi-
cient data collection designs and scoring
procedures?

(Linn, Baker and Dunbar, 1991)
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APPENDIX E

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS FOR FINDINGS:

CONTENT CATEGORY QUESTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION

BY STUDY GROUP MEMBERS

I. Student achievement and attitude

A. What do I see?

B. What can students do?

C. What do students tell me about it?

II. Instructional practice

A. How have your tea& ing methods
changed as you have implemented
alternative assessments?

B. What are you doing differently?

III. Teacher effectiveness

A. What feedback have you received on
your effectiveness from your stu-
d( -Its?

B. What feedback have you received on
your effectiveness from your partner
and other peers?

C. What feedback have you received
from your principal about your effec-
tiveness?

D. How do you feel about your own ef-
fectiveness?

Virginia Education Association & AEL October 1992

IV. Working conditions

A. What has helped or hindered your
project in relation to the following
essential conditions for successful im-
plementation in school settings?

1. Time for learning, sharing, and
peer assistance

2. Administrative support

3. Resources for supplies, materials,
or equipment
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APPENDIX F

WEEKLY SUMMARY SHEET

FOR STUDY GROUP MEMBER REFLECTION

Date

Name

Please summarize the most significant event or experience you had in these areas this week.

Student Achievement

Student Attitude

Instructional Practice

Teaching Effectiveness

Working Conditions

Working with your partner

Other thoughts
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APPENDIX G

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS:

FIVE IMPLEMENTATION QUESTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION

BY STUDY GROUP MEMBERS

1. Based on the experience you have had so far, build a case for using alternative assessment in the

classroom. That is, why is alternative assessment a good idea?

2. Of all the resources (books, articles, people, other) you have worked with, which were the truly

helpful ones?

3. What would you tell other teachers who are starting out to help them avoid major pitfalls?

4. Knowing what you know now, what would youdo differently? What have you learned did not work

well?

5. What suggestions do you have to help teachers plan over the summer to begin incorporating alterna-

tive assessment into their teaching in the fall? How could they best use the summer time?
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